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VAi:CO”VER. FEBRMRY. ,981. A cave,= 

now, mirrred ballroom in the Georgia 
Hotel, riii of the opening reception for a 
confcwnc.: honouriy “The Achieve 
mints of F.R. Scott.‘.’ We have speot the 
day hanging lights and trying to reassure 
the organizers, from Simon fiaser 
University. that our presence will not be 
overly disruptive. Bveryone is nervous. 
They are “ervOus. We are nervous - a4 
nervous as one can only be just before 
the tirst feet of film roll through the 
camera on a new pmduction. I am 
always superstitious about that first 
shot. Only the gentlemen from the --_._ 

I 

strains of 1930s melodies wafted from a 
piano at the other end of the room. (Not 
too loud. madam, please, we’ll be 
recording sound.) Slowly, lava-like, the 
assemblage spreads across the floor.. 
Poets, politicians, academics, deans of 
law -a dazzling array of the Canadian 
intellectual elite.. Now Scott is there, 
head and shoulders above the multitude, 
wading into his element. He is, has 
always been, magnificently, robustly 
gregarious. “Oh, GraceI” - he spots 
his old comrade-in-amu. Grace Mclnnls 
- “liar-oldI” Each greeting is a joyous 
declamation. Scott loves people, p&a 
. . . and attention. 

“Used to be in the headlines, now I’m 
in the footnotes,: he murmurs to one of 
the assembled. “I’m in the headlines 

‘~ again today!” We scurry after him with 
OUT 0a010ra, burrowing our way through 
the crowd. Shddeoly he swivels our way. 
“DonI” He strides fonvard. I shake his 
hand, tryins to stay out of camera 
range. (In order to maintain his object- 

career (litemture, law, civil liberties, . . wlty, a documentary tilm-maker must 
politic@ in one 6Ominute film, but remain invisible.) “How do you Fe&*’ I 
rhether, tonight, we will succeed in cap 
luring some of the man’s wit, verve. 

stammer, “about the event Ihat’s about 

comivlality, and robust appetite for life. 
to begin?” Scott half t”rns toward the 

He is Cl and arthritic, and he has not yet 
camera; sizing it up out of the comer of 

shx!:en off the effects of jet lag from his 
his eye. “It’s like a wake - and I’m not 

Iox flight fmm n90Otd. 
asleepl” Pause. “It’s like a . . . pre- 

Ths guests begIn drifting in to the 
mortem, you know? I said to a friend, 
it’s llle a pre-mortem. He said” - 

pause for effect. twinkle nascent in the 
eye - “‘This one’s optional, the next 
on& . . . obligatorYI” Turns on his 
heel, and he’s off. Timing perfect. 
Delivery masterful. Frank Scott has 
passed his screen test. First shot is in the 
can. The film is on its way. 

NORT” “*rLw,’ JULY. ,981. out of this 
must come the spine of the fdm, for it 
has been my conviction fmm the begin- 
ning that Frank must tell his own story; 
Scott’s memories, Scott’s ideas - bis 
mind at work. (“The most orderly mind 
I have known.” -D&d Lewis.) Order, 
reason - but reason defended with 
pmrrion. That’s what will make it work 
on film. 

This seamless web of an active career 
that spans 60 years of history and four 
fields pf human endeavour: how to 
begin to deal with it? We devisea battery 
of interconnected interviews, each one ’ 
with a sepamte theme, conducted over a 
period of several days, both at Scott’s 
summer house at North HatIey, Que., 
and his home in Montreal. “The Early 
Years,” “McGill and ModeinPoetry,” 
“Polltics,” “Civil Liberties,” “French 
Canada,” “The Constitution.” Frank 
eosconced in a succession ‘of chairs, 
myself crouched beside the camera, 
dutcbll my stenographer’s notebook 
with its semwled list of questions. FEve. 

~seven, nine mlls of film per session - 
never mind, this ls for posterity. Occa- 
sionally he tires, but comes roaring back 
if by chance, or deliberately, we touch a 
contentious nerve (the October crisis, 
Duplessis, the CPR). Always, the poetry 
readings are superb, whether it be the 
satire of “The Canadian Authors Meet” 
or the lyrlclsm of “Old Song” and “SIX- 
faces.” We try to choose poems that 
coincide with important hlmiog points 
in Scott% life - thus “New Paths” and 
“Overture.” Gradually, we are getting 
the ingredients we need. And Scott 
seems to be enjoyiog himself - enjoying 
the opportunity. and enjoying the corn 
mdeship of the crew. 

After the interviews, it’s a r&f to go 
off into the Eastern Townships country- 
side to shoot purely visual material. Late 
one afternoon we get the shot that will 
remain my favourlte: Frank on the end 
of a dock jutting out into Lake Massa- 
wippi. standing, cane in hand, reflected 
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f”U length in the water. like the “tall 
frond that waves/Ifs head below its 
rooted feet” in “Lakeshore ” 

At tbe end of tbe day, it’s hiinks - ice 
tinkling in the martini glass. puns, good 
wnvenatlon, and laughter. The eom- 
pany not only of Frank, but of his 
painter wife Marion, whose wit and 
intelllgeoce are an exquisite foil for 
Frank’s inimitable table-talk. It is at 
times like this that one recognlxs tilm- 
making to be the privileged activity that 
it is. 

WINNIPEO. JUNE. 191~. Another ballroom 
- thls time at the Fort Gan-y Hotel, in 
Winnipeg. The Governor General’s 
Awards. The hall is packed to over- 
tlov&g. Fi@ and television crews are 
lined up along the wa8s on either side of 
the room. We’ve spent the better part of 
the day hangln$ lights. We’ve spent the 
entire winter editing, and compiling tbe 
archival material we need to flesh out 
the tilm, includbig an old National Film 
Board clip from the 1948 CCF conwn- 
tlon. which took place in this very hotel, 
with Frank Scott oresiding as national 
chairman, 34 years-ago. - 

These will be the last frames to shoot. 
Scott is the winner of the 1981 Governor 
General’s AIvrird for his COllecred 
Poems - the poetry prize being the one 
cherished hooour tbat has eluded him 
down through the years. The an”o”nce- 
meat ,ts made. The cameras roll. Adele 
Wiseman reads the cltatlon. Scott makes 
his way to the stage, faltering slightly on 
the steps, and receives the award to 
deafening applause. As Frank steps to 
the microphone and the camera coo- 
tl”“es to roll, I realize there are tears in 
my eyes. Frank has his award. I have my 
film. And the film (christened Rhyme 
and Reason) has its ending. 

Pifter the ceremony. we are all going 
out to celebrate. --DONALDWtNKLER 

THE ~PAR%L~~~CKE~I shelves - you 
couldn’t call tbem a library - of the 
one-room school house in our little divi- 
sion point - yq” couldn’t call it a tow” 
- on the Canadian National in Nortb- 
western Ontario boasted a supply of 
cheap reprints that Nelson’s marketed so 
mergetieally here in the early decades of 
the century. I’ve never forgotten one ,c!f 
my favourites, for the spine bore a detad 
that to my literal mind seemed pun 
lingly contradictory: how could a book 
called Losf in the Backwood? be written 
by a “Mrs. TralIl”? I did not foresee 
then the puzzrerj of an altogether dlf- 

fezem kind in which that often-reread 
story would come to involve me. For 
some 95 years later I am in the throes of 
preparing a scholarly edition of the same 
book, which was published ot@aally lo 
England in 1832 as Canadian Cfusoes: A 
Tale of the Rice Lake Plains. 

Despite my early devotion, I don’t 
believe that I ever saw the book again 
until about two years ago. It was spezi- 
fmlly for the recovery or restoration of 
just s”& “lost” or maltreated works 
that the Centre for Editing Early Cana- 
dian Texts (CEEO was established. 
Based at Carleton University’s Depart- 
ment of BnSlish, under fhs efticient 
direction of Mary Jane Edwards. the 
Centre has undertaken, in the words of 
its submission to the Social Bciences and 
Humanities Research. CXntncil of 
Canada, to produce by “researchII, 
editing, and preparing for publication,” 
“scholarly editions” of some of the 
%ndmarks of early Canadian prose.” 
With’ funding by the council and 
Carleton, work is pmceedii on such 
classic texts as The Hidory of Emily 
Montague, ‘Wacous~a, and Roughing It 
in the Bush. When it was suggested that 
I undertake tn edit Mrs. Tralll’s book I 
could visual& only that dog-eared copy 
with its grey-green cover decorated by a 
swastika - you can see how long ago 
that was - with what I now realll were 
quite foreign. anachronistic illustra- 
tions; the only edition I had ever seen. 

Since then I have handled a great 
many different copies in my search for 
that key object, the copy-text on which 
the scholarly edition is to be based. 
6ventuaUy I managed to unearth four 
main editions - the original 1832 edl- 
.tion by Hall, Virtue in England; the 1833 
American edition published by CS. 
Francis of New Yorlt; Hall, Virtue’s 
second edition of 1859; and an 1882 edi- 
tion put’out in England by Nelson’s-- 
and 17 subsequent.impressio”s of these 
original four editions. This stage of the 
search, the collecting of copies to be col- 
lsted and compared with the aid of Light-. 
table and computer by the CEECT staff 
in Ottawa, could be completed on this 
side of the Atlatttic through the exta 
sive holdings of Toronto libraries sup- 
plemented by the resources available by 
inter-library loan. 

Las straiabtfonvard was the second 
stage, the s&h for primary materials 
- letters, journals, manuscripts - rhat 
mi& still exist after 130-yean. This part 
of the job was made much easier by the 
vrork of Carl Ballstadt, Bllzabeth 
Hopkins, and Michael Peterman on the 
letters of Catharine and her sister 
Susana Moodie, both of whom be- 
longed to the famous “literary Sttick- 
lands” who settled near Peterborough. 
Just as accessible were the papers of the 
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Trail1 family and Catharine’s 
manuscripts in the Public Archives of 
Canada. The latter. survivors of the fire 
that destroyed the TrailIs’ log house in 
1357. were interesthm hut too Imanx.“- 
my for my purposP1. 

I” the houe of li”di”za additional 
material md-of tra&g the publishihing 
history of Canadilrn Crusocs, I crossed 
the Atlantic to London, where the novel 
fist appeared in 1852. The laborious 
search through the eonv&io”al so”rces 
- the British Library (formerly the 
British Museum). the Department of 
Manuscripts. the Royal Co”unlssion on 
Historical Documents, the Public 
Archives of Canada in chancery Lane 
- was disappointing. I think that I bad 
half expected to be disappointed, but 
one works cm the principle that “o 
possibility cm be left unbnwstigakd. 
More interesting, partly b-use of the 
towns themselves. was the search 
through the county archives of Norfolk 
and Suffolk, where the Strickla”ds lived 
before emigratiing, to Upper Canada. 
One authority for that region is Angus 
Wilson, who Lives “ear Bury .Sl. 
Edmunds, where the West Suffolk 
archives are located. When I telephoned 
hbn on the insistence of a mutual friend, 
the names of Cathark Parr Trail1 and 
Susanna Moodie meant nothll to him 

- I had come to expect dat in Great 
Britain - but my mention of Agnes 
Strickland, their sister, brought a” 
immediate reaction: “Oh yes. QUSCW of 
En&nd +s Stickland:’ Unfor- 
tunately he wss leaving for a whirlwind 
Lecture tour ii North America. including 
Toronto, that evening, so 1 muldn’t see 
hbn “he” 1 arrived ‘in Bury St. Bd- 
munds. Pcxhaps missing him was not 
really so unfortunate, for I soon recalled 
my rude review of his late& novel, 
Sefring llre WC& on Fin. (Then agaln, 
perhaps his cllpplng service does not 
cover Books in Canada.) My visits, 
made in typical miserable, raw. wet East 
A”glian weather. were quite unmward- 
ing; 1 turned up nothing new. 

That left one msjor possibility: the 
records of publishers and printers, a 
faint chance atIer 130 years. Despite 
false starts and deviatbms, “w hopes 
were raised by having tracked dawn the 
successors of Hall, Virtue, the origbml 
1852 publishers. Then czune a blow: in 
1941 their records were wiped out by a 
direct bomb hit in the Blitz. The original 
printers. still operatblg, short of space, 
had junked their early flies. Nelson’s, 
who had published Cmadiun Crams as 
Lost in the Buchmds in 1882, had 
unloaded their papers o” Edinburgh 
Univemlty. 

Ig”ming a discmmging reply from 
the university llbrarlans. I took a “fas?’ 
train - being Sunday, it turned out td. 
be just the opposite - to Edinburgh. ” ‘- 
Them I was confmnted with a room in 
the stacks strew” witb. bundles of 
papers, unsorted. uncatalogued, un- 
dusted, some in locked volumes, keys 
missing: a daunling mess. After dreary 
hours of random dllng, quite by 
chance 1 happened on a bundle labelled 
“Toronto Papers.” In it were two 
crucial letters, dating Nelson’s durchsse 
of the copyright of Canadian f3woes in 
1867; bui, frustratingly. not naming the 
seller. Was it Catharine or her orlglnsl 
Englllh publishem? Immediately I went 
south to the records office at Kew, out- 
side London, to see who owned the 
copyright. No e”ti. No one had r+s- 
tered the book. Impatient, 1 flew home 
to recheck the letters. There it was: 
Nelson’s offer to Catharine of $40 for 
“the copyright of The Crusoer and 
‘Lady Mary.“’ so far, fiie. 

But what of the America” co”“e~ 
tion? Had the 1853 edition bf C.S. 
Pm”& been pirated,. like so maw 
others in those days before bttemstional 
copyright agremnents, from the Hall, 
Virtue edition of the previous year, or 
did l?mn& deal with Catharine directly? 
Once more. records of both publisher 
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and printer had vanished. Again the 
zmswec turned up in a few words in one 
of Cathmine’s letters: “Francis sent me 
a nice present.” Next question: how did 
Caththsrine, Uvlng in the Luckwoods of 
Upper Canada, Itnow about this rela- 
timely obscure New York publisher? A 
wstery - until quite recently one of her 
letters to another Nevr York publisher, 
in which she thanked George Putnam 
for passing her novel on to C.S. Francis, 
chanced to come up for auction. Al the.’ 
moment there is one more problem: 
What was the rekatio” between the two 
publishers emned on the 1853 title page 
- C.S. Francis of Nw York and 

Crosby. Nichols of Boston? So far, I 
don’t know. I hope that in the bumdue 
lion to the CBBm edition I’ll not have 
to resort to some “ague word like 
“evidently.” Perhaps I’ll be lucky 
again. 

So ?wo years later the gwt for 
Crusoes continues. “Search” or 
“research”: what ls entailed? Certainly 
persistence, mobility, and adaptability; 
but also, apparently. to counter natural 
human error, tire& and bombs, a great 
deal of what some charitably call “edB 
cated guessing” and. others migJa call 
just blind lpck. 

EAGLLW OUR ENGIXY 

‘My life,’ mourns our honourable watchman, 
‘has been garbage, because it has 

always been wrapped up in newspapers.’ Pity! 

By BOB BLACKBURN 

HERE IS A H~ADL,NE from the Globe and 
Alai/ that I wish I had not noticed: 
“Expos wait and see.” 

The story explained that the basehall 
club had decided not to sign a contract 
with pay-TV interests until it knew more 
about the pmspeets of the new medium. 

li’oir arIdsee is so well entrenched that 
I’m not going to rail at its use as 1 am 
forever doing in this space about its 
disreputable cousin, lry and. In Coven- 
try in 1040 someo”e may have said to 
Peeping Tom, “YOU’? wasting your 
time sitting at that window,” and he 
may have said. “I’ll wait and see.” That 
would have been precise usage. (Please 
do not write to tell me he pubsequently 
ws made blind.) 

I see “othiry wrong with saying wait 
orid see mhen I mean that I will delay 
making B decision until 1 know more. 
But, like many idioms, this one co” 
cause trouble in some situations, and 
thre is no environment “we hostile to 
this sort of expression than the 
nerspaper headline, which is tmdi- 
tiomdly mired in the present tense. 

In headline English, “Bxpos wait and 
see” means that the Expos waited and, 
sooner or later, saw something. “Expos 
malt to see” would tell us that the Expos 
arc waiting to see something. That, ln 
fact, is what the story said, and what the 
headline should have said. See as a verb 
is give” more than 16 columns in the 

ORD. That should suggest to us that we 
sometimes might be wise to seek a more 
precise word or phrase. 

My life, I guess, has been garbage, 
because it has always been wrapped up 
in newspapers. But 1 do not know much 
about the origins of headline B”gUsh. (I 
would appreciate being.told of any good 
book o” the subject.) 1 do know that, 
contrary to the teachings of Hollywood 
movies, reporters and editors do not talk 
in headlines. And I know that there are 
reasons - the need for spatial brevity 
being the main one - for headline 
English as it is used in newspapers. But 
there ls no good reason whatsoever for 
the forrent and widespread “se of head- 

line BngJiih on television “ews broad- 
casts, and I hereby invite any bmad- 
caster to justify his misuse of it: Time is 
money in broadcasting, just as space ls 
money in newspaper publishing, but 
broadcasters’ “se of headlii Bnglish 
does not result in a significant saving of 

tin%. Headline English 4 used by bmad- 
casters not for the sake of economy but 
in the hope that it wil! make thrm be 
taken seriously as journalists. They 
should be judged accordingly. 

~0~6 ON HONORIFICS: Don Munro (PC, 
Bsqoimalt-Saanich) has written me to 
point out that while any MP is properly 
referred to in the Commons as “the 
Honourable Member: for [whatever 
riding],” he is not entitled to the attach- 
ment of the prefm “Hon.” to his name 
unless he has been sworn in as a member, 
of the Privy Council.. (I had said that 
MPs were entitled to be called “honow 
able,” and he has me on a technicality. I 
don’t know jut how much less than . 
honourable they became outside the 
House.) 

Anyway. Mmuo is one of the more 
conscientious talkers in the Green 
Chamber, and hi was the second letter 
in as many days to complain correctly 
about the increasingly common misuse 
of both. “When ‘both side-s meet’ dur- 
ing labour negotiations, with whom do 
,tie.y meet?” Munro wondem. 

The other letter cited an article in this 
magarine (t$kl tskl, chaps) wherel” 
something was said to the effect that 
“both A and B had the same score*’ - 
yhe both obviously being superflooos. 

“This can be blamed o” both the 
federal govqbment as well as.on its pro- 
vincial coUnterpart” is * ludiimus but 
astonishingly common mistake. as is 
“‘He was despised both by his wife and 
his mother-in-law” (instead of ‘I. . . by 
both . . .“) 

Does it matter7 “I think both i” ques- . 
tions of clarity and graceful expression 
that it does.” What in hell does that 
“Km? 

Both should alwws be a&” a -close 
look by both writer A r&r to deter- 
“I& that it is both necessary and for- 
rectly placed. and then. in a se”te”ce, Uke 
this. should bi exlsed. 

FOOTNOTES: I am puzzled at being criti- 
cized for using coin as a verb. It has been 
a verb for at least 600 years. 

I frequently read of something being 
proved (or proven) “conclusively” and 
wonder how something might be proved 
inconclusively. 1”co”olosive proof, I 
think, most be at least moderately uni- 
que. But the fact is that prove is a word 
in’ transition (and has bee” for 
centuries), and is weaker iii this context. 
It is most commonly wed nowadays to 
mea” establish as being true, but even 
modem dictionaries cheerfully allow it 
to “lea” test or try. although loday’s 
writers seem to find little use for that 
sense of it. 

Pity1 0 
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‘At my age, you &rPt make new friends,’ says 
Morley Callaghan, who has just turned 80, but the 

warmth of an old friendship lingers on 

By NORMAN L&VINE 

_ 

AT i\lco~. jut after the Second World War, the only Crma- 
dian writer who meant anything to me wes Morley Callaghen. 
I hadn’t read him that much et the time, but it wes what he 
repepnsented that wes important - a link with the writers, 
maiinly Americans. who left North America to go to Burope. 
For I knew that wes the wey I would go as well. 

I met him in 1960, in the autumn. In those days I would 
make infrequent short trips back to Canada from England. 
Most of the visit I would spend with my parents in Ottawa but 
1 would also go for a dey or two to Mont& (to see McGill 
friends) end Tomato (mei”ly 

MY NgxrMg6rING with CUeghan came ebnost 21 years later, 
in the late spring of 1981. I had came back to Canada to live in 
Toronto. Once a month I would see Robert Weaver for lunch . 
in the Hampton Court Hotel across from the CBC! on Jmvis 
Street. Calleghan also sew Weaver once a month for lunch in 
the limnpton Court. So I suggested to Weaver perhepa we 
could all have lunch topther. And he arranged this. 

Callaghen looked shorter than when I lest sew him. But 
otherwise it was the same. We talked about wtiters end writing 
and after lunch Weaver went to the CBC acioss the mad and 

to see- Robert We& anh 
Pabert Fulford). 

On this particular visit I hod 
seen Weaver for lunch and 
Fulford was to come to the 
hotel several hours later. I was 
alone in the hotel and wanted 
to tallt to someone. So I 
phoned up Callagbao and told 
him who I wes and that hews 
the only writer hem I wanted to 
sez. 

He said he would be right 

Morley aitd I walked up Jmvis 
to Bloor. then t”med right. 

We walked slowly end talked 
about a variety of things. 
About sport - we both had 
been pitchers. About life’- he 

we were just tourists. (As I 
said this in an interview for 

said 
bed 

OTer. 

We met in the hotel bar.“\‘& 
vere about the same hebzbt. I 
asked him questions, mostly 
questions about Scott Fitz- 
&mld. 

“What dii he look lie?” 
“Like those ads fore Brooks 

Brothers shirt.” 
Then he told me how Filz- 

gemld noticed small things. 
And how he would press a 

glass of a v&dov: fo; the sun to He else n&tioned 
Hemiywey. And said he was thinking of writing e book about 
his tinie in Paris. 

When I told hi that Fulford was due in a few minutes he 
said he would go. He thought Fulford was coming to do an 
intervie!-; with me about my work end he didn’t want to 
distract from this by being them. As he was leaving he asked 
where could he see some of my short stories? I told him I bed 
fro cornins out in TheMonlmder. He said he would look out 
for them. _ 

Back in England, whenever he had e book out I reviewed it 
in the Sunday Tim.s. And I remember being surprised how in 
rhat I thought was a very meterialiitic society (I had not long 
“ublished Canada Made Me) hem wes someone concerned 
bith innocence. 

Books in Canada the. year 
before I didn’t know if he was 
tellien me that he had reed it 
and approved or did he reelly 
belil xe this?) I said I tlmueht it 
wes meanb&s, but we-ye 
meaning to it by our lives. He 
said tbet there were some qua- 
tions we couldn’t answer. 

He mentioned that be had 
made a visit to Rome. 

“l-low wait?” I asked. 
“Like coming home.” 
Parsing a supermarket he 

said he had to do a bit of 
shol sping. (His wife wasn’t well 
and he looked eftex her). He 
picked a few small thin~~fmm 

the shelves for him and bin wife, and food for the dog. Theo 
.we walked on towards where he lived. Gois across a wooden 
bridge, over a ravine. we met his son Berry. He introduced me. 
And aw we had charted slowly for a minute or two. he said _ 
to Barry: 

“He knows Francis Becon.” 

HB LOVES LN A I& comfortable old house with his wife Lomtto 
and an oversize off-white poodlelike dog. He is pmud of the 
house sod it looks es if it has b$eo lived in. Muted colours. 
high ceilings, oil paintings on the walls. Eskimo sculpture on 
the mantelpiece. As you wme in. to the right, there is a sm@l 
room, like e den, filled with photographs of himself and 
Loretto over the years with some well-known people. 

After that lirst meeting he asked me to come and see him 
again. And I did. 
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Now. whenever I phone him he inevitably says: and another poet. Ford brought out a cake. He suggeated that 
“Why don’t you come over. How about tonight?” thq all write a sonnet. And the one who wrote the best sonnet 
I do. And we talk freely. would tin the cake. 
He is a good listener. And he speaks well. There is an 

economy of W&S. He doesn’t gash. Nor does he slart asking 
too many questions . . . as if to say. it will all come out in its 
own time. You can sense the warmth, the courlesy in $e man. 
But also the mental toughness, and the scepticism. 

He senses what you want ‘o hear. In 91% of the early 
evenings I was with a friend who had IlWd in Paris for several 
years and she wz~ going to show me Francz that summer. That 
evening he talked about Paris. He talked about it as if it was 
lost v:cel:. And Lorelto was looking and listening as if she was 
hcarlng these things for the first time. 

Callaghan said he could only write two lines and quoted 
them: 

From what he was saying I had the impression that he had 
lived in Paris for several years. I war a bit surprised when, 
later. he told me he lived there nine months. 

He can tell good stories. And now that time has done its 
CWI: the stories sound more like short stories. I remember one 
he told about Djuna Barnes - how beautiful she was ln the 
Paris days - whenever she came into a room people stopped 
and looked. And Robert McAlmon - how, in Paris, he had 
money and helped writers and published lhelr early work. 
Both returned to Americ;. MeAlmoo ended up working for a 
relative somewhere in the Midwest, in some hardware store, 
living in a siogle room, poor. And Djuna Barnes - in New 
To&, also broke. Needing some money to f@. her teeth, she 
thought of McAlmon. And wrote to him to see if he could 
send her the money. . . . 

I would rather be cbaring/ly b& in thepark 
Than sb beside Ford with hk groping in rhe dark. 

But a reader can see this side of him surfacing again in Thai 
Summer in Parig, when he is writing about James Joyce’s wife 
Nora. After meeting her, for the first time, he sees her ample 
bosom, remembers Molly Bloom’s soliloquy. And, for a 
while, can’t look her in the face. 

Another regrrl is that he hasn’t written what he calls “a 
blockbuster” (a best-seller, on the Amexican best-seller lists, 
with a tilm at the end of it). Bat he is very proud that the Rus- 
sians have done a couple of his books and are doing two more. 
And that they have published them in editions of over 100,000. 
Then he told ma about the Chinese interest, the Bulgarians, 
the Rumanians. And that two of his books io Canada, overthe 
pars, have also sold more than 100.000 copies. . . . 

1 rhentioned that one or two Canadian writers, in the past, 
were widely translated But. then, no one was teachiog Cana- 
dian literature in other countries the way they do now. 

“You need to have about six or seven writers - to be able to 
teach a literature,” he said. 

I I%% JWI REREAD Thai Summer in Paris. It’s a fine hook. 
The voice is Callaghan’s speaking voice. 

DID HE HAVE any regrets? 
Yes, he sdd. In hll treatment of Ford Madox Ford. 
It happened ooe night in those Pmis days when he and 

Lorctto went to see Ford and then was Alan Tate and his wife 

I have 10 tell how ?ads.came to have such importance as a place 
for me. and if possible, what I was Ilke too in those days. It can 
only be done by telliw where I was and what I was doing in 1923 
when I FIU twenty and in my second year at College in Toronto. 
Five foot eight. with dark brown curly hair and blue eyes. I wss 
nm overweight then. I war fast with my tongue and, under 



prctrure. k.1 with my list, but lhey tell me that I moved around 
mlher Itily. 

something on Anthology about it. 

. 
Later. when I spoke M Morley on the phone I told him I was 

There is also quite a bit in the book about writing. He says how glad about the new novel. I had heard of it from Weaver. 
suspicious he was of metaphor. Thii should not be described “What did he think of it?” he bked quickly. l 

like something else. But exactly as they were. “He hadn’t had time to read it as yet,” I said. 
In the mid-1960s I was putting together a small anthology of I used to think it was only at lhe start, when you’re young, 

short stories for Macmilhn England and Macmillan Canada that you need encouragement. Now I know that a witer needs 
c&d Canadian Winter’s Tales. For Callaghan I picked hi it in middle age. And perhaps even more so as you get older. 
shorl story “It Most Be Different.” I picked it because it 
sczmcd that he was trying to ttip an area of feeling I hadn’t 

He doesn’t see maw people. “At my age, you don’t make 
new friends. You don’t want to gel involved.” 

scan anyone else attempt. (&sides the religious sense in his 
work there is also a strong social one.) Recently he tcdd me it 
was the first time that that story had been put in an anthology. 
Now others were doing the same, with other stories, that no 
one bad prcvioosly selected. 

JUST BEFORE CHRISTMAS I was having bmch with We&r and 
he told me that Morley had handed in a new novel. No, he 

But he is a&ssible in a different way. Some school children 
from oit of town, through their teacher, wanted to come and 
see him when they were in Toronto. He thought there would 
be only a few. But when he opened the door in tiked the 
whole class end they filled up the Iarge’front mom. 

The last time I saw him, I arrived around 7:30 p.m. 
Sometime past midnight I got up to leave. 

“Do you have to go now7” he asked. “The evening has just 
hadn’t had a chance to read it as yet, but they would be doing started.” 0 

FEATURE REVIEW 
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,Lawrence Durrell captures the moo> b 

of the past for us to revisit, if not in safety 
at least in a bearable kind of order 

Cm~atmwr or Solitary Pm&es, by 
Lnvxencr Durrell, Stoddart, 393 pages, 
316.95 clolb (ISBN 0 7737 MO2 2). 

114 wg *w:o LloHT before evening, in a 
bare hlediterranean room, an old man 
sits in a fragile wicker armchair, ldokiw 
81 the photographer with a faint smile on 
his face. We may believe we are staring 
al a portmit of Lawrence Durrell (his 
photograph on a postcard sits on my 
desk as I write). but the truth is that 
Durrell, as always, is staring at us. He is 
tbwe lo observe. Consfat~ce or So/i&y 
Prmtices is a treasury of observations, 
the third in a planned series of five 
novels. set one inside the other like a set 
of Russian dolls. Each can be read inde- 
pendentIy, but the faithful reader who 
hsr followed the game slep by step is 
rwarded by new-born hnaga reflected 
in the other mirror-novels, each vaster in 
s,wppe than the previous one, each acting 
on the others Ulle a dream within a 
dream. Cousmnce is the log-book of a 
poet. 

Our times have not been kind to poets 
who ventow into prose. Writing about 
Durrell in an essay precuiou$Iy caUed 

By ALBERT0 MANGUl?L 

“The Novel Today” (in The pelican 
Guide 10 English Literalwe), Gilbert 
Phelps notes his dislike of him. He com- 
pares him unfavourably to Joye Cay 
and Anthony Powell, complains about 
the superficiality of Durrell’s characters. 
denounces the lack of sympathy between 
them and the reader, and finally credits 
Doriell only with “energy” that Phelps 
sees as “almost entirely cerebral.” He 
says nothing of DurreIl’s poetic vision, 
nothing about DurreU’s intention to 
create a picture of emotions (“not snap- 
shots of people”), nothing about’ Dur- 
rell’s concern with a clear vision of time. 
eternity, sexual longing, and the artist’s 
despair in hi effort lo portray all this. 
“It is not the meaning aat we need,” 
reads one of his poems written in the 
I97Os, “but sight.” With The Alexand- 
riu QuarM DurrelI achieved part of this 
purpose: with Monsieur. Livia, and now 
Conskmce hi, achievement becomes 
even more evident. More than Powell 
@ecause Dumll is a better man with 
words), more than Cay (because his 
scope is wider), Lawrence DomU has set 
out lo observe our recent past and cap- 
ture its mood, its essence. 

_. _- _.__.. 

Dwell is pot a historian. “For the 
historian,” he writes in Cokmce, 
“everything becomes history, there are 
no surprises, for it repeals itself eter- 
nally, of that he is sure. In the history 
books it will always be a Friday the thir- 
teenth.” Dumll knows that a writer 
does not change the prezzent; he changes 
the past. He educates OUT rewllections. 
bullies the ghosts of things that were into 
giving accounts of themselves, organhu 
dales and events and places in what Dur- 
rell calls “the miI cabinet of hi 
.memory.” DurreII the writer signposts 
the dusky regions gone by for us to 
revisit if not in safety, at least in a kind 
of order that the brain will grasp and the 
heart will bear. 

DumU’s country is the world at war 
in the 1930s and ’40s~ Alexandria. Pa&, 
Geneva, and especially Avignon, the city 
of RabeIais,‘whose two towers arecalled 
“He-who-speaks” and “He-who- 
grumbles.” Through there ghostly cities 
- ghostly. because DurreU describes 
them as they once were. in days gone by 
- move the parsions and desires of men 
and women. WrItas, Nazi politicians, 
women in Iove, spies whose knowledge 

http://www.inscroll.com/search0_bic.asp?begCount=1&choice=A&word=Laurence+Durrell
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of the Secret Service comes from the bad 
style (not the plot) of Sherlock Holmes 
stories, characters created by characters, 
are invoked to say their piece. The plot is 
complex, too intricate to summarize. 
and ultimately not essential. 

The art of the novel and the erotic 
sciences am two related subjects with 
v:hich abnosr all of these people are 
obsessed. There are wild theories about 
v:omen (“The power that wome” have 
to /nfUct punishment 0” men ls quite 
unmanning, quite terrible; they can 
reduce us to mentally .deficlent infants 
with a single glance”). kitler (“It is not 
cupidity or rapacity which drives the 
Flihrer but desire for once to let the dark 
side of ma” have his full sway, stand to 
his full height”), sex (“an exchange of 
semen for milk”). In a” essay on Victor 
Hugo, Stevenson noted that “the artistic 
result of a romance, what is left upon 
the memory by a”y really powerful and 
artistic novel, is something so compli- 
cated and refed that it is diflicolt to 
put a -e upon it.” I” the case of Con- 
stunce that something mainly conveys a 
feelins. of loneliness. S&my Pm&M 
(the subtitle) refers not only to the 
masturbatory (that is, fmitless, egotistic) 
pleasures; it describes men a”d women 
in their lonely quest. above whom 
hovers Freud, the god custodian, “Old 
Fraud” as one of the characters calls 
him. 

But, as in TkAkwtdrik Quarter. the 
convoluted, tortured characters .are 
superseded by the writing. which acts as 
a distancing, wise hand between the 
reader and the novel. It has the abstract 
quality of music: “The womeo . . . glide 
along lil:e the unconscious patricians 
which they are, and their bear-like, 

?mm the pace of the Nile’s green blood, 
flowing steadily from some distant 
vxmnd in the heart of Africa.” The 
language, howver, ca” also be clean-cut 
and explicit: ?-Iow beautiful they are, 
little children. . , . Each carrier its 

destiny in its little soul - a destiny 
which slowly “mulls Like a prayu;mat.” 
(Notice how the phrase ls saved by the 
fmal tmist.) Eve” the epigrams are so as- 
toundin8 they bamly need a character to 
speak them: “I” Egypt one acts upon 
bnpulsr as there is no rain to make one 
reflect.” 

Henry Miller. who was Dwell’s close 
friend, wrote his books out of his own 
immediate past, setting himself as a” 
excuse for others to understand his age. 
Dumll chose to make up the characters 
that illustrate his subject. But the past 
they deal with is finally the same. What 
makes Darrell’s eaploratlon richer and 
more dangerous than Miller’s is not the 
subject: il is the wonderful, neglected 
ability to put things into words, to spin 
webs of glass out of the language, to be 
that endangered species - a novelist of 
genius. 0 

REVIEW 
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By LIBBY SGHEIER 

’ Junclion, by Elizabeth Brew&r, 
Black Moss Press, 147 pages, $9.95 
paper (ISBN 0 88753 089 3). 

IJLIZAB~ BREWSTER LS a traditionalist, 
and some would like to dismiss her for 
it. Thll ls unfair: ‘Brewster writes intelli- 
gently about such modem themes as illu- 
sion and reality, individual freedom and 
fate, and - surprise - feminism, 
themes that tigwe importantly in her 
poetry as well as in her sewnd novel, 
Junction. There is, however, a feeling of 
neatness and restraint and propriety. a 
certain primness. LO both the style and 
content that sometimes keeps the reader 
from becoming folly engrossed in the 
book. 

For example. wvhen’one of the char- 

a young boy who deserts. is captured. 
and erieeuted, the pa&on and emotlon 
of the passage contrasts with the well- 
mannered and untlustered detail of so 
much of the rest of the book. Brewster 
might argue that she did not intend to 
write a gripping book, but rather a more 
peaceful and reflective one - a Words- 
worthian novel. as it were. Indeed, the 
book’s main character and the one who 
appears to mirror the author’s attitudes 
- Ariana - reacts tith great discom- 
fort to the war story and is relieved when 
the teller, her father, regains his usual 
control and appearance of equanimity. 

The plot centres on Ariana. a woman 
in her 50s who both dreams about and in 

..~..I, .._-.~.._-..-__-__ -_-. -__--. 

fact returns to the past, visiting her 
family in the days when she was a 
teenager and, later, a generation before 
her birth, inhabiting the body of a” aunt 
after whom she was named. At the end 
of the novel it is suggested that more 
such visits are in store for her. 

This familial, reverse-epic/scle.nce tic- 
tion format is the envelope for an 
exploration of the themes. The major 
one appears for the most part to be a 
classical Christian questioning of free 
will and predestination. Brewster bumps 
off from the traditional Christian mode 
from time to time, taking a more 
modern stance about dreams within 
dreams (“Am I dresming you or are you 
dreaming me?” one character asks 
another), and casting the free will/pm- 
destination debate more in an existential 
framework of. freedom of decision 
versus the fate of random accldenL 
Brewster’s style and approach lo philo- 
sophical discussion (the characters 
address their qcestions dii~ly rather 
than letting them be indirectly filtered to 
the reader through events and character 
development) bring Nathaniel 
Hawthorne to mind. however. not Jean- 
Pa”1 Same. despite the recurring foray 
into more modem terminology. The& is 
certahily a 19th-ecntary feel to much of 
the writing. 

While it is not a major theme of the 
book, Brewster returns several times to 
faninist issues - without calling thun 
that - fmm conversations about 
women getting the yote in the 1910 see 
tlon, thmogh the marriage and/or 
career discussion in 1948. to the remarks 
in 1980 about the unfairly lonely social 
situation of a widow in her 50s. 
. Bmwster is also concerned with time 

and the idea of progress; she appears to 
agree with one of her characters who 
states that all progress ls a” illoslo”. The 
relil situation of women in Junction is 
the same in 1910, 1948, and 1980, and 
there is the same violence, the same false 
preachers, in each era. There has “ewer 
been a time of innocence., says the wire, 
iime-travellii .fortunateUer, Mary 
Bllen. Arlana ca” thus travel easily 
through time - what’s,the difference.? 
- she might as well be in one time as 
anolha. 

One cannot escape the feeu that 
Brewster is pushing herself to catch up 
with modernism in this novel-and let’s 
leave post-modernism oat of tbIs - 
when she would really be mom mdor- 
table with a more traditional approach 
and style. She handles philosophical sod 
reliious ideas with sharp and easy intel- 
ligence, however, and is always in coo- 
tml of her smoothly mnstrocted “arra- 
tlve, making each event, description, or 
conversation serve one of the book’s 
themes or story lines. 0 

” 
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REVIEW 

Women nnd Children Flrrt. by 
Michdc Landsberg, Macmillan, 256 
pages, 519.95 doth (ISBN 0 7715 9726 6). 

IN ATTEL,PT,NG TO define her particular 
brand of feminism, Michele Landsberg 
borrows a phrase from geographical 
jargon: “The edge effect,” she writes, 
“describes the scientific principle that 
more Life v.iU be found where two eco- 
systems meet than at the heart of either 
of the two systems.” In feminist terms, 
Landsberg puts herself on the edge bet- 
ween the radical feminists on one hand 
and the bliikered traditionalists on the 
other. 

It is a bold and generous position for 
someone like Landsberg to take, 
primarily because it is open to criticism 
from womeo thenwIves. The tmdi- 
tionalist. the wife-and-mother woman 
who is most often the victim of wife 
beating. desertion, poverty. and unfair 

the sensitivity of the 
glamorous, well-paying career, her 
secure marriage, privileged children. and 
exotic travel. The tad&al feminist, on 
the other hand, cao reasonably accuse 
Landsberg of thinking she can have her 
cake and ear it too, of refusing to pay 
the price of change, of equivocating. 

Yet Michele Landsberg knows what 
she is talking about precisely because she 
is managing two careers.snd because 
both, her parenting and her writing, are 
rooted in women’s issues..Whereas other . 
women in her position smugly assume 
they mt there by themselves, leaving the 
rest of womankind feeling inadequate by 
comparison. Landsberg braves criticism 
and extends a helping hand. 

children.” 
On political issues Landsberg excels, 

witing with honesty and conviction and 
wisely supporting her passion with 
statistics. We know that statistics can be 

Women and Children First is a collec- 
lion of the author’s Toronto Sfar 
columns. meticulously chosen and 
strung together with strong connecting 
prose to rctkct “the subject matter that 
most touches all of us: the kindling of a 
feminist consciousness, mingled with 
delight in and concern for all our 

maoipulsted lo support any argument, 
but in discussions of women and 
poverty, the conditioned roles of women 
.in society, and equal pay for work OL 
equal value, the statistics speak for 
themselves. There can be no arguing 
with the fact that 41 per cent of all 
female-led families live below the 
poverty line as oppdsed to seven per cent 
of male-led families. Nor~can we hedge 
about conditioning when studies show 
that television, our society’s reflection, 
presents us with a world where men 
form 73 per cent of the population. That 
equal pay for work of equal value legie 
lation is necessary is also incontestable 
whn Landsberg points out that the 
mainly female Onario govemment 
switchboard operators need a high- 
school education and a year of ex- 
perience to qualify for their jobs, but am 
+J $40 less per week than Ontario 

need only g;ade ei;ght and no UC- 
perience. 

La&berg’s wvttting and research con- 
&me to impress and convince when she 
discusses more directly confrontational 
issues such as wife beating, rape., and 
pornography, but hem she disappoints 
slightly in not approaching the “why” 
of theseissues. Understanding why men 
rape and beat is central to stopping it, 
and from a writer who can define the 
problem so lucidly we expect an honest 
grappling with the answer. She quite 
rightly mires anger, but a sympathetic 
understanding of men as well as women 
in these largely emotional issues would 

‘natural from one who inhabits “the 
edge..” 

Landsberg’s more personal treatment 
of ~armtin.c and the fuhxe of the family 
is &frcshiig. Howver, in a chap& 

’ author gives the impression that super- 

entitled “Superwoman Can’t Fly” she 
undoes herself. Here she prr~eots a col- 

woman does, in fact, fly. Not that there 

lection of personal columns in which she 
expressly attempts td deal with “the 

is anything wrong with flying, it’s just 

chaos and near disintenation in the life 
of a worlting wife.” A working wife- 

that it isn’t the laundry that keeps us on 

and-mother’s problems centre on guilt, 
changing roles within a marriage, 

the ground. 0 

marital career competition, and balanp 
ing husband-wife-parenting respon- 
sibilities with career demands. 
Unfortmmtely, Landsberg describes the 
workii wife’s chaos as haGg to do 
with beauty parlows. shopping on the 
fly, and managing a home by phone 
when the cleaning lady fails to show. 
The chapter is.supposed.to be y>ut , 
by coneentratmg on tnte fms rations 
and ignoring the true problems the 

Producer/director, Sir 
Richard Attenborough, 
was determined to make a 
film of the lie of Mahatma 
Gandhi. ’ 

IN SEARCH .OF GANDHI 
is his personal story of the 
bizarre, humorous, tragic 
and convoluted events be- 
hind the making of the film 
GANDHI, an artistic and 
popular success that turned 
his dream into “The Best 
Picture .of the Yeai”-Nero 
York Film Critics and the 
winner of five Golden 
Globe Awards. 
$19.95 Illustratea’ with full- 

mlour stills and black 6 white 

photographs. 
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REVIEW 

For Services Rendered: Leslie James 
Eennctt znd the PICMP Securlt~ Service. 
by John Sawatsky, Double&y, 339 
pyer, ?z?.w cloth (ISBN 0385 17660 0). 

~;HEN t ASKED Fred Gibson, the deputy 
solicitor general who is setting up s 
civilian agency to replace the dimedited 
RCMP Security Service, whether he had 
read For &r&es Rendered, he replied 
with B broad grin, “With &eat 
interest.” Then he sped away with Bert 
Giroux, tbe RCMP deputy commfs- 
sioncr who is caretaker of the Sccmity 
Service while the new agency is being 
formed. Glow had looked unhappy 
when I asked him the same question, but 
he nodded that he had indeed read the 
book. He wouldn’t express an option 
on it. But the fact is that For Services 
Render&i Is a bestseller at the Alta Vista 
seminary where the Mountles make their 
headquarters. The “need to know” 
principle (only those who need to know 
are told) re&ns there, and as a result 
nobody ever seems to know anything. 
Rumour and paranoia abound. 

So Sawaisl~‘s book about Leslie 
James Bennett, the Welsh-born civilian 
member who was forced out of the 
security service in 1972 after coming 
under suspicion by his uniformed peers, 
is a breath of fresh air. Sawatsky doesn’t 
reach any conclusions in For Services 
Rendered, but his title suggests that after 
32 yeas of intelligence work. Bennett 
Sot u bad deal. He was forced into a 
medical retirement at 52 on a meage 
pension, and has since been living in 
Perth, Ausualis, doing odd jobs, unable 
to get a. job with government anywhere 
in the Western world. A consolation is 
that he looks quite chipper in a photc- 
graph taken in Perth. striding down a 
sunny street in shorts and sandals, carry- 
ing a bottle. 

Bennett came under suspicion because 
betv/een 1954 and 1970, when he ran the 
Russian ~telligenee desk, promising 
counter-espionage cases consistently 
went vanmg. Sanatsky emmines these 
cases in detail. He ls a truly amazing 
reporter (the book is dedicated to Alkm 
Fotheringham, “who taught me that 
journalism ls more than a job”). and 

every side of a case is examined. At a 
number of places in the book I was con- 
vinced that Bennett must be a double 
$gent, working for the KGB. But by the 
end of each chapter, after Sawtsky had 
canvassed all possible explanations, 
what had am&red obvious was no 
longerso. -. 

The most interestinrr charrters deal 
with Operation Key&e.,~ a 1950s 
episode in which the Mounties thought 
they had turned au illegal Soviet agent 
codenamed Gideon. Gideon had picked 
up a Bronx accent as a child in New 
York. wliete his father was a Soviet 
trade official, and cm their return to 
Mosmw he was trained as an agent 
(mlcmdots and all that) and sent to 
hlontreal with a new identity. He was 

Instead, he fell in love with i soldier’s 
wife in Kingston, Out., confessed his 
ldentily to her (she didn’t know what the 
KGB was), and finally, at her coun- 
sel& turned himself in to the RCMP. 
He wanted to be free of espionage, 
which was boring. He wanted to settle ’ 
down with his love. But the Mountiei 
wanted a double agent, sa they had the 
soldier and his wife transferred to the 
Yukon. Gbn was called back to 
Moscow on leave., never to returq. He 
had been betrayed, but by whom? 

The answer turned out to be Long 
Knife, now a Winnipeg busbwsman, 
then a debt-ridden RCMP wastable 
who, given the leaky internal security of 
the RCMP. had come to know about 
Gideon. _ 

During Lhe’Second World War, Lang 
Knife had enlisted with mi RCMP unit 
and risen to ca~tain..When he returned 
to the RCMP h; was busted to constable 
and moved into securi~ work. He had 
w quslificapOns for it, and Jimmy 
Lemieux, then head of the sew&, used 
him as an errmid toy. “Long Knife was 
pulled off surveillauce from tbne to time 
to pick up Lemiew’s family at the train 
station. deliver his laundry, and drive to 
Montreal to pick up his favomite 
mmics,” Sawatsky writes. He was also 
used to deliver a plain white envelope 
each month twthe president’s office at 
Befi Canada. It contained $1,000 in 
cash, “For servlc.% rendered.” When 
the president’s oftice complained that 
the payment hadn’t been made for two 
months, suspicion fell quickly on Long 
Knife. He was given one week !o repay 
it. Desperate, he went to the Soviets, 
exposed Gldeon,.and was paid $44,200. 

When he later confessed to this, he 
was taken to court, prosecuted for kiting 
a cheque, and drummed out of the 
RCMP. Bennett came under suspicion in 
thii case because he’d gone fishing with 
Long Knife. 

Bizarre. isn’t it? For Services 
Rendered is full of such episodes. The 
Mounties poison a maple tree on the 
Russian Embassy gnxmds. The Russlam 
plant another. The wife of a newly 
arrived KGB colonel driver to a super- 
market psrkling lot and gets into a car 
with a man. When she ducks down as 
the car heads for a motel, the Mountica 
assume she doesn’t want to be seen. 
Instead she is. . . . But this story ls so 
funny and so human it must be left to 
the reader to savour. q 

REVJEW , 

By IWCHIEL HORN 

Stanley Ifmwtest The Man from Wha- * 
q ipeg North Centre, by Susan Mann 
Trofimenkoff. Western Producer . 
Prairie Books, 226 pages, $17.95 cloth 
(ISBN 0 88833 100 2). 

nils BOOK IS a labour of love.. The 
author, Prof. Susau Mann Tmfaxa- 
koff of the University of Ottawa’s 
history department, has kuowu Stanley 
Knowles almost all her life. In 1944, . 
when she was only three. the MP for 
WinFipeg North Centre became a 
boarder in her parents’ Ottawa home. 
He was still there almoat 40 years later. 
“He was in fact part of the furniture of 
the Mann household: family plans for 
travel, for construction. for grad- 
moth& visits, and for moving were all 
made with him in mind.” lYotimen- 
koft’s affection for her subject is evident 
on almost every page. 

Stanley Knowles has spent most of his 
adult life and 36 of the last 40 years in 
Parliament. Born in Los Angeles ln 1908 
to Canadian-born working claro parents, 
he came to Canada permanently ia 1926. , 
Already a skilled printa. he entered mt- 
le.ge in Manitoba aud became a United 
Church minister. ‘A fervent social 
gospcller and an early member of the 
Co-operatlvC: Commonwealth Federa- 
tion (CCF). he had a somewhat uneasy 
cl&ad career before he became a full- 
time polltian in 1942. He entered the 
H&e at that time, having retid W~I- 
ulpeg Noah Centre in a by&on 
necessitated by J.S. Woodswrth’s death.’ 

http://www.inscroll.com/search0_bic.asp?begCount=1&choice=A&word=John+Sawatsky
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Once in Parliament Knowles made 
wo causes peculiarly hi owl. One was 
pensions. He was shocked when his 
father - who strongly influenced him 
- was dismissed at age 59 as bdog “too 
old.” vtithout any claim to a pension 
from his employer. A good part of the 
book deals with Kcowles’s dogged 

sion &ghts and &th 
some of his successes in this realm. 

The other of Knowles’s causes has 
been Parliament itself. In order to en- 
sure that his interests became widely 
known, he b-me a procedural expert. 
In the process he acquired a deep co”- 
ccm for the effective operation of the 
House of Commons, and for the 
supremacy of Parliament. One chapter 
discusses the challenge to that 
supremacy contained in the Pipeline 
debate of 1956. Another deals with John 
Diefenbaker’s 1957 offer for Knowles to 
become Speaker of the House. (Marc 
informal offers of the speakership came 
fmm the Liberals in 1956 and 1984.) 
Knowl~, however, had no desire ever to 
be orevented from oursuioa his humani- 
tarian causes. - - 

This book is episodic. Knowles did 
not wish to write ao autobiography, but 
he was rilling to talk at length with 

Trofimenkoff about various important 
events in his life. Bach chapter focuses 
on such an event. begbmi~ with the 
deatb of his mother in 1919. In every 
chapter “the tale’wove its way into the 
past and the future from that stcrting 
point.” The strength of this tcchniquc is 
that it allows the author to pull together 
related aspects of Knowles’s life. A 
weakness is that the chronology some- 
times becomes eontus~. The author 
also makes repeated use of the rather 
pointless absavation that something 
that had not yet happened was still 
UllkIlOWIL 

The book is not a formal biography; 
Professor Trofimmkoff calls it a 
“biographical memoir.” As B result we 
get neither Knowles’s own reminiscences 
oar a critical account of hi career. 
Indeed there is an elcment of hagio- 
graphy: Knowles emerges virtually free 
of human fault or error. And he con- 
tinues to seem rather dull and bloodless. 
Yet we learn that he feels hurts, his own 
and others’, deeply. Aside from the 

I death of hi parents, the most shocking 
event of his life appears to have beeo his 
rejection by the voters in 1958, the year 
of the Dicfenbaker landslide. By this 
time politics constituted much of his lie 
88 well aci his job. He had a tife and 

children to support; but for a while it 
was unclear how he would manage this. 
Rescue came in the form of a vice- 
presidency of. the Cawli’an Labour 
tingresa. He served in that’ capacity 
until he returned to the House of Corn- 
moos in 1962. During his CLC years he 
played a key role in brioging about the 
CLC’s transformation into the New 
Democratic Party. 

One chapter aptly desctiies Knowles 
as “Best Supporting Actor.” He has 
played a loyal second fiddle to CCP and 
NDP leaders from M.J. ColdwcU to Ed 
Broadbent. In due time he became a sort 
of conscience to Parliament, and it is io 
that way that he is probably.best known. 
The reputation is enviable and deserved. 
That he gained it in spite of major health 
problems - multiple sclcmsis was 
diagnosed in 1946 -is proof of his drive 
and determbwion. 

TrotimenkofPs book is not a major 
contribution to Canadian political 
history. It tells us little about the CCF, 
NDP, or the political process that is not 
already in print. However. it succeeds in 
doing what the author set about to do: it 
greatly increases our acquaintance with a 
man well worth knowing. For that we 
must be grateful. We most be grateful, 
too, for the book’s reasonable price. 

EiumARDby Betty watmtcn (author of 
a smm fcrp 8u0m) 
~~t~dlsalooea~ehig~~insearchofs 
home. Ages 5-8. $2.50 

Al3FT LOOKUX’ 8y John Cratg ’ 
(H&lrdoovePtt~~~~&~) - I 
TJ& ALA Best Book for Young Adults is the 
moving autotdograp+xl story of a white 
teenager posing as a blaok baseball plasm? on 
a touring “colowad” team ia the 30’s. 
Ages 12-up. 32.28 

DOWT CALL ME SUQABBABY 
1Ji Dorothy Joan Harris 
Illready coping with her parents’ sepazatlon, 
t 1%year-old discovers that ahe has &abates. 
Rges r&up. 02.25 

300DBYl8, CABJJWON I&H by B.J. Bond 
fhidiouled and misunderstood, a teenage 
iyalexio gets into tzouble and almost quits 
school. Ages X-up. 22.20.. 
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“An original con- 
tribution to the 
debate, this book 
deserves the close 
attention of policy- 
makers and the 

informed public:’ 
-PubJJshers Weekly 

$16.00 

A lI%lk%wa Skxk 

The Implica tim for Israel 
F&l& A. lT.&!nklr 

T%@ QTE&%un I&u%kag@ 

lL&Dd MlrIcT&mn 
By Ted Herriott 
Introduction by A.J. Carson 
A fascinating volume featuring the art of 
early label designers. A “must” for 
illustrators. lithographers, historians, 
collectors and people in the advertising, 
food end prtnttng related industries. 

Available BY RETDRN MAIL from: 
PorplevtUe Publishing, 
6291 Dorman Rd., Suite 19, 
Mtssissauga, Ontario L4V lH2 

$29.95 ($23.95 prepaid] 

Short Listed for the Books 
plane; not the politicr. 
Superb phom, 8x11 hardbound SD.% 

in Canada 1st Novel Award 
CANUCK - CFIOO 

Carry. eloquent tribute to Caribbean students” 
- Montreal Gazette 

A lyrical excursion along meandering joycean 
streams”. - l3oole in Canada 

:SBN 0-99795-019-1 $8.95 _ 
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One suspects that this is one of the many 
aspects of the book that its subject, now 
remveeriy from the stmke that he suf- 
fered in October. 1981, will certainly 
appreciate. Cl 

By MARIA HOR VA TIP 

The Arab-Ismeli Wars. by Chaim 
Hcrzog, Methuen, illustrated, 393 pages, 
S19.95 cloth (ISBN 0 456 95820 4). 

ORDINARILY. R~IUTARY history books 
have a limited appeal, but this book by 
Cbaim Herzog deserves a wide audience. 
T/a? Arab-Israeli Wars is a thoughtful 
and comprehensive study of Israel’s 
34-year fight for survival. 

It is fitting that this book should come 
out when the contlia in Lebanon is still 
in the new. Reports in the media have 
been limited, often restricted to day-to- 
day coverage with little analysis of the 
causes of the war. Henog reminds us 
that the fehtlhting in Lebanon, like so 
many other conflicts, has a long and 
complex history. To understand the prb 
sent, v:e must know tbe past. 

Herzog is uniquely qualified to 
analyze the problems in the Middle East. 
He began his military career in the 

Brilish army in northwest Europe during 
the Second World War. In Israel he 
served as director of military intelli- 
gehce, the fiat mililary governor of the 
West Bank of the Jordan, and was 
Israeli ambassador to the United Na- 
tions. He is currently a member of the 
Labour opposition in the Knesat, and 
was a supporter of the recent anti-Begin 
demonstration in Israel. 

By no means is bis book a jingoistic 
account of Israeli victories. He admits 
with candour I&Ii mistakes and 
acknowledges acts of bravery on the 
other side. For example, he wites that 
“the Syrian soldier, once again, proved 
to be brave and fought determinedly” in 
the recent war in Lebanbn. He praises 
Anwar Sadat’s highly sophisticated 
deception plan that launched the 1973 
Yom Kippur War, in which Sadat’s 
misinfonoatlon campaign was so sw I 
cesshd that he deceived not only Israeli 
intelliieoce but also the intelligence 
organizations of many other countries, 
including the United States. 

The Middle.East comprises 21 Arab 
countries and one Jewish state. Most 
xv= in this area during the past 30 years 
have been waged between lhe.Arabs in a 
complex pattern of seesaw alliances. In 
1970, for example, Jordan’s King Hus- 
sein attacked the Palestine Liberation 
Organization forces within his country’ 
after they had set up a “state within a 
state” and tried to asmssioate him. Tak- 
ing advantage of this civil war. the 
Syrians invaded Jordan to “stab Hut 
sein in the back.” Israel, jhrough the 
United States, offered to intervene to 
save Hussein. but with the help of his 
40th Armoured Brigade, Hussein held 
off the Syrians and dmve out the PLO. 
Only three years later, however, during 
the Yoin Kippur War when the Israelis 
advanced toward Damspcus. Hosseln 

sent that same 40th Amlowed Brigade 
to help the Syrians r&l the Israelis. 

Unfortunately, the Arabs have often 
been united in one goal: to make every 
effort to annihilate Israel. There have 
been seven major contlicts petwean 
Israel and various alliances of Arabs. 

Henng w&s, “The Middle East con- 
flict has been a tragedy for all involved 
in it.” Since 1948 thousands of people 
have been killed, millions of dollars 
wasted on war preparations and arma- 
merits, and hundreds of thousands of 
people left homeless. The 1948 war 
mated two refugee pmblems. each 
encompassing approximately 800,000 
people. When the state of Israel was 
established that year. the Arabs drove 
out the Jews in the Arab countries. 
These Jewish refugees were quickly 
absorbed by Israel. 

But the bagedy of the second group of 
refugees still persists. During that war, 
when the Arabs, to their surprise, were 
defeated by the Jews, the Arab leaders 
advised the Arabs in Palestine (now 
Israel) to flee into the nelghbourlog 
Arab countries. They promised them 
tbat lhey would return with the Arab 
armies aRer their invasion of Palestine; 
this never happened. (Abput 150,000 
Arabs remained and became citizeos of 
Israel. Israel’s population now includes 
about lzi per cxnt, or 550,000. Israeli 
Arabs.) 

The Pqlesliaiao Arab refugees made 
several .attem&, before the PLO was 
organized, to settle with Israel. In 1949. 
for example, their representatives trled 
to bring their case before the Palestinian 
Conciliation Commission in Lausanne 
to seek a compromise with Israel, but 
the Arab governments objected. These 
governments have used the refugees as 
polltlcal pawns, segregating them io 
refugee camps. As Henog points out, 
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“just one day’s Arab oil reveuues, eve” 
in 19JY. would havesuffked to solve the 
Entire Arab refugee problem.” Instead, 
the refugee problem has widened. I” 
1965, the Arab countries set up the PLO 
v;hich, among its many actions, estab- 
lished u “state within a state” in 
Lebanon and helped almost to destroy 
the only democratic Arab society. 

Herzog also examines the mle of the 
UN ln the Middle East. SomeXmes the 
organization has acted as a” effective 
peace-keqittg force, but ofien. under 
the control of the Arabs and the Cam- 
muuist bloc, it stepped in only when 
lstacl was gaining the upper hand. 

And what of the two supetpo~ers? 
The So\piet Union has lavishly 
distributed sophisticated arms to the 
Arabs, encouraged them to tight Israel, 
at one time sent in 20.000 troops to help 
Egypt, and eve” threatened to intervene 
v;ith airborne forces in the Yom Kippur 
V!ar. U.S. influence in the reglo” 
depends on its distribution of arms, 
cspeciully to Israel, and its mediiti”g 
efforts betree” the warring sides. Both 
countries see the area as a testiug ground 
for nerr: military straiegy end weapons. 

This book is “ot a soldier’s record Of 
personal reminiscences; we see little of 
Major-Cienekl Herzog. He focuses in- 
stead on the other gawxals. and the 
many officers. enlisted men, and 
civilians who have fought for this tiny 
nation. He has a lucid and direct style 
that helps oue follow. the complex 
strategies of armies in battle, v)hich he 
describes 50 well. He also writes in a 
modest and unaffected tone, letting the 
facts speak for tben~selves. Readas will 
appreciate his clearly written prologuer 
a”d summaries, which set each conflict 
in its proper context. 

His descriptions of the battles detail 
both the closeup view from the ground 
tmd the overalfperspective from above. 
As is clear from hl accounts, modern 
warfare, eve” in the 20th century, EBB- 
not succeed on technology alone. The 
battks wre won in large measure 
through the courage and determination 
of the me”. Someiimes elements es pm- 
saic as sunlight in the desert affected the 
outcome of a battle, and once, during 
the 194s mm. the hand-to-hand combat 
became so intimate that “anImu”iti0” 
ran out and men were locked in 
desperate ‘cold-steel’ encounters - 
Saudi Anbien soldiers eve” reporring t0 
biting their attackers!” 

Herzog remains hopeful that peace 
can come to the Middle East: 

The arex in most cases has moved away 
from a total rejadon of lsnel, to e 
debate on substentlve Issues. lsrael hru a 
pweful border with Egypt. “Semi- 
pcac.?’ reigus along the Israeli border 
cith Jordaa, with over e million 
traveners a year crorsing the Jo&m in 

both directions, in addition to tees 01 
millions ol dollars worth of trede 
annually. Israel’s border with routhere 
Lebanon Is open et the wealled “Good 
Fence.” If the process thst hes bee” 
developing will continue and the agree- 
ments reached et Camp David will be 
honoured, Israel and its “e’@kbuurs will 
muve forward slewty bit buxorebly 
Lowe& peace. 0 

REVIEW 

the EJmw 

& DAVID STARFORD 

A Peculiur IUnd of Pqlitks: Canada’s 
Overseas Ministry I” the First World 
War. bv Desmond Morton. University 
of fo&nto Press, 2% pages, S22.ti 
cloth (ISBN 0 SO24l55S6 9). 

IN 1915 Sat” Hughes, the minister of 
militia’and defettce, was knighted by 
George V. The news war received in 
Canada with mixed feelings, and led one 
wvlt to win a pun of which any6nemight 
be proud. “Ah,” he said, “Ls roi Sam 
Hughes.” 

The rise and fall of Sam Hughes’s 
private kingdom and its mea”big for 
Canada’s wartime development from a 
self-gowning colony to a” almost 
sovereign state provides the main drama 
concealed behind the careful academic 
pros6 of this st~pulous administrative 
history. Hughes is one of the most 
bizam and unforgettable figures in 
Canadian history. The teetotal Orange_ 
ma” end Conservative MP from Ontario 
fmt made his national mark when as a 
mere offxa commanding a militia regi- 
mem he generously but unilaterally 
offered the British. a Canadian eon- 
tingent to feht agailut the Bow. TJ& 
provoked a bitter feud .with the British 
of&t in command of Cauadisn forces, 
who denounced Hughes for his lack of 
judgement and insubordinate self- 
assertion. 

Subsequently Hughes’s bombastic 
dalms to herole action in South Africa 
led to his recall, after which he steadily 
nursed the increasingly paranoid convic, 
tion’that his true valour had bee” 
deliberabzly ignored. His persoual disap- 
pointments wele transmuted into 
geueralii attacks on a vatiery of 

targets. and his outrageous attacks on 
the Americans, the British, and o” die 

frustrated “Gionalists. For a “atio” that 
relishes colourfitl characters Hughes was 
a gift, and was rewerded wilh great 
public popularity. But ltls hour of glory 
WBP ver to come. 

In 1911 Hughes was made minister of 
militia aud defence in Borden’s Conser- 
vatlve government and was in charge of 
mohillzatio” when the Greet War broke 
opt. It was tt moment made for Sam. His 
patriotic zeal and energy knew no 
bounds. Borden had asked for a first 
wnti ent of 20,000 vohmtcers for duty/ 

szs. O”et Within a few weeks Hughes 
had established a vast camp of 30,000 at 
Valcattier, a” almost private domain 
through wv&h he would occasionally 
ride on horseback warlng a sword and 
feathered hat and diipeusiug btdiscti- 
minate largesse. He promoted nom- 
tiiks to colouekies attd gave ge”ermts 
contracts for materiel to his ovm Inkia- 
tive --some of it utterly uwless, such a,s 
the several thousand spades designed by 
one of his secretarks to act as both 
trenching tool attd armoured shield. 

AU this assured him headlines aud 
eve” greater public esteem, a”d with the 
departure of the first contingent in 
October. followed by a second, Ihe” a 
third, Hughes could daim that he had 
triqmphed over the natural inettie of the 
mediocrity that surrounded him. By the 
e”d.of the WBT over 400,000 Ca”adlaus 
had served overseas, and 64,000 had 

this wartltne~&perie&e marked a signifl: 
cant stage o” the way to nationhood. 
Canada’s separate represeutatio” at ver- 
saillcs and iu the League of Natlous was 
wonasadiirestdtofthewar.Hwhes 
the nationalist. who had so often de- 
nounced rival.5 for their anglophilia, 
had, it appeared, triumphed. 

Yet aittotm”ly came not as a result of 
Hughes’s wartime eutpire, but OUL of 
atte”tpts to control and dismantle it. As 
historians have long sittce agreed, 

Hughes was in most respects a disaster, 
and his diiissal in 1916 was long over- 
due. The full dimensions of the admink 
waive chaos he created; and of the uew 
structures that replacedhis personal fti- 
dam, have never hem fully explored. 
Desnmnd Motto”, who hso already 
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traced the development of self- 
gwetnment through an examination bf 
the late 19th century militia in his 
Ministers and GeneraLv (1970), is more 
than quslitied to lead us through the 
tangled wb of wttime buteauctacy. It 
is not a bool: likely to stir the blood of 
those who believe the stuff of history lies 
vzith its chaxtcrs and high dtama, and 
it is written for P specialist readership. 
But v&at it has to say is of real impor- 
tance for there who wish to understand 
belter Canada’s emergence as a nation in 
the contest of war. 

‘fbe mobiliition imposed by Hughes 
v:as neither economical nor efticlent, 
and he deliberately fostered confusion 
about the control of the Canadian forces 
in Enand in order to enhance his own 
powr. His nationaliim was often a 
COW for croneyism. and the administra- 
tive shambles he created e.ventualIy 
bccmtte a national disgrace. He was con- 
genitally incapable of creating any 
systematic administration, and within 
his domain bitter personal tivabies 
fe:teted and corroded the war effort. 
The contrast between the growing 
fighting efticiency of the Canadian 
Corps in France and the nightmare of 
CanadIrn administration in England 
finally forced the dilatory Borden to 
outflank Hughes by creating a resident 

minister In Bngland with cabinet status. 
It was the only way to eliminate Hughes 
from the responsibilities he had 
egregiousIy mismanaged. He took the 
message, and after .a intemperate out- 
burst was died In November, 1916. 

From then on, admlnlsttation of the. 
timy werseas improved steadily under 
the patient and punctilious .guidance 
first of Sir George Perley ana then of Sir 
Alhat Kemp. Competence rather than 
favouritism came to characterize 
appointments in the new oversesa 
ministry, and undet Kemp civilian 
political control was steadily imposed. 
Innovatloonr such as the creation of a 
Canadian section at ClHQ extended 
Cmmdii milimty autonomy from the 
British to all &as except that of cam- 
mand. By the end of the war the 
administration created in England pm- 
vidcd what Morton desctibeJ as both a 
paradigm and precedent for Cansda’s 
own transformation from a colony to 
sovereigq nation. It was a petwtse testl- 
many to Hugha that thii sttwtwe had 
been created in large part to destroy and 
replace his mismanaged energies. 

Of all the dominions during the First 
World War Canada took the most im- 
portant steps toward autonomy. Their 
c~~eti6t1ces were often similar, but only 
Canada had Sam Hughes. 0 

Winter Sun/The Dumbfounding, by ’ 
Margaret Avison, McClelland & 
Stewtt, 191 pages. $12.95 papqt QSBN 
077100983 6). 

Digging In, by Elizabeth Brewer, 
Oberon Press. 97 pages, $7.95 papet 
(ISBNO 887504477). 

MARGARET AVISON can be so molly 
cerebral, so subtly tecbnlcal in her verse 
that she might well seem to he purely for 
the library. However, her poetty’s diffi- 
culty is brightened by witty pattlcuIats 
that show bet to he (like Gerard fvGtley 
Hopkins and Wallace Stevens) a meta- 
physician in love with this world or. at 
least, those parts of it that she can order 
into an understanding of being: There 
are no terrifying northern landscapes in 
her poems, no mete ,geophysical hormm 
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or primitive travails of the land. Those 
rho se& native emblems - maple 
leaves. beavers, bears, or bush gardens 
- are bound to be disappointed or 
perplexed. At most, they will lind myrrh 
in “gardenless gardens.” the “com- 
munal cramp” of suburbia, and Bmtff’s 
“savage hauteur” where “skiers dwin- 
dle up out of the valley.” As for 
animals. there is a horse - or. more 
prop&, “the “arrow Head” of one in 
“The Ap*r Animal,” which is a” all- 
se&, all-knowing being, a metaphor 
for the imagination. 

Wimer Sun (1960). Aviron’s fust 
book of poetty. won the Governor 
General’s Award, and The Dumb- 
founding (1966) established her reputa- 
tion as one of the most accomplished 
poets in the cotmtty. Now with their rr- 
publication in a single volume as part of 
McClelland EC Stewatt’s s&s of modern 
Canadian poetry, a new generation of 
poetry lovers can experience her power 
and scope of perception, which pene- 
trate apparently discrete facts and arrive 
at the transcendental nature of reality. 
“Nobody stuffs the world in at your 
eyes./The optic heart must venture: a 
jail-break/And re-creation.” This 
nukes her verse mental exercise for 
readers. and shows that she has greater 
intellectual affinities with such poets as 
Francis Sparshott, Ralph Gustafson, 
and Phyllis Webb than with popular 
lyricists such as Marsyet Atwood, Al 
Purdy, and Irving Layton. 

Not that Avison ever speaks from on 
high. Although her diiion ls often 
mrougltt with words such as 
“seaborde,” “mutabilitie,” “con- 
goleum.” and “eporphyrial,” it can be 
gracefully familiar and exquisitely sen- 
suotts: “The honeycombing sun/opened 
and sealed us in/chambers and com’ts 
and crooked butterla,/cities of 5mse.” 
One of her best sonnets. “Temtis,‘! has 
a” elegant, courtly tone, where geometry 
and music become a single dance: 
“Courts am for love andiro8e.y. No one 
minds/The cruel ellipse of service and 
retur”,/Dancing white galliarda at tape 
or net/Till point, on the wire’s tip, or 
the long bum-/i”g arc to neither court 
marl:s ganx and set.” The technical 
sophistication puts me in mind of 
A.J.M. Smith’s “The Archer.” Her 
onomatopoeic, alliterative lines have 
Hopkins’s sharp accents and convolu- 
tions (“Skwet my heart and 1 am less 
transfixed/than with this gill that 
sloughs and slumps/in a spent sea.“), 
aad their rhythms beat like a heart 
excited into discoveries about the fallen 
world. 

Wimer Sun is about mortal doom, Pt 
its mordant melodies am Lilly a”d 
challenging as they ring in the terrain 
that few of otu‘poets have the wit or in- 

clination to explore. When Avison 
writes of the “dance of the midges ln the 
wvatm/Sandy reaches of inftity.” her 
music swamts and we are shown to be 
like the very creatures who “sing with 
our busy wings a.gay/Pas de million 
until our singeing-day.” Our doom has 
rarely bee” made mom luminous. At 
their best, her rhythms are organic to 
context. In The Dumbfounding. where 
her Christian searching and sounding 
lead her “through the garden to/trash, 
rubble. hill,” and a” outcast’s exper- 
ie”ce of the divine fulfilment of time, 
she writes like John Donne and George 
Herbert. Her poems become prayer++ 
shaped by wonder and astdnlshment, 
yearning to be burned in the Saviour’s 
“beacon fire.” 

Elizabeth Brewster is of a different 
order and style. Her earlier poetty was 
concerned chiefly with landscape, 
memory, time. and dreams. Reminis- 
cence was a defining cachet. These pre 
occupations and manner survive in 
Digging In. which is a compendium of 
all I fmd tntsatlsfybtg or attractive in her 
poetry. As usual, there is a commemora- 
tion of tpe past (the present being real 
only insofar as it remembers sensations, 
incidents, characters), a relish of the 
inner worlds of dream. and a large inter- 
est in the banal, which she defends in 
“You Say.” Evyrything.ought to be 
written-about, she claims, for there am 
“no txpetienw. emotions so secret/or 
so boring/as not to dawve words/to 
clot@ them or make them naked.” True 
enough, perhaps. but she often lacks the 
;ywery and power to give banality a 

Hi problem i surely not one of feel- 
ing, for she shows poignancy in “The 
Death of the Young Girl” and wry 
regret in “Comparing Begjnnings.” At 
her best - in such anecdotes as 
“Tibetan Jewel-Box,” “The Legless 
Lady,” “The Mouse otl the Bridge,” or 
“Comparing Beginnings” - she has 
something of Frost’s ccutversatlo”al 
tone and some of Souster’s direct liteml- 
“ess and facility, and managm to pe S”D 
cinctly ruminative. The best sermons, 
she shows, are silent in “atom. mtd by 
her craft she makes good use of poetry’s 
meditati* voice. 

Ultimately, however, her narrowness 
and gmtleness get the better of her. 
“Bad Dreams” lacks snap; “Problems 
of Vision” suffers from ttivlality; and 
“Entrance Into Heaven” makea eternity 
a middleclass ban, daspite a tpuchingly 
humorous quest for her mother. 
Brewster holds to a” ordinary life, which 
she feels can be “as craay’and dangerous 
‘/as life 0” a flying trapeze/or going over 
Niagara Falls in a barrel.” Following 
some of the connotations of her title- 
poem, she digs i”to the banal for 

G 

security, continuity, gratifutlott, and 
nourishment, find& comfort in a sim- 
ple lie that responds to basic needs. But 
her craft is not ahvays elevated beyond a 
child’s skipping rhyme. a doggerel 
prayer, a forgotten love-letter, or a 
recipe for lemon bread. 0 

REVIEW * 

Beyond Labels, by Robert ,Ze”d, 
Hounslow Press. 159 pages. $8.95 paper 
(ISBN 0 88882 057 7). ’ 

Old Mother, by Patrick Lane. 
Oxford. 88 pages, $6.95 paper (ISBN 
0 19 _w4O9 2). 

~ttt~awr t.ttig in Robert Zend’s new 
book ls the last: “Z END.” Here is a 
poet of some standing. widely published 
and promoted, a ma” with a reputation. 
I wanted tofind something to admire in 
his poems, and I did - a” inventive 
playf”lness, best embodied in the antw- 
ing anagr8mnmtic puzzles he calls Ditto 
and Drop poems. Artists have better 
luck in Zend’s rearranged world than do 
politicians: 

HAROLD TOWN 
A n 

OW 
I 

0C.U 
JE RR 

The drop poem. more rigprow, has only 
two lines and demands mom of the eye, 
but Zend’s game is rewarding. Another 
example: 

ARGAR TT U AU 
M E RDE 

Zend wants also to be regarded as a 
penetrating philosophical observer with 
unique insights. I have to report that he 
deals largely in shopworn imnies and 
tired sentiments. He sets .tie art of 
aphorism back about 40,000 years with 
the simple-ntinded couplet “Pboplc have 
one thing in commott;/they am all dif- 
ferent.” A love lyric like hi “Tbree- 
Word Defmition of Love” (Indescrib- 
ably/sweet/sufferi~ displays all the 
originality of a detergent ‘commercial. 
These are not isolated examples of trite- 
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ness. His book is flooded with similer 
ersatz inspirations. 

.&ad clearly has enormous faith in his 
own poetic powers. Perhaps the self- 
inmge of dazzling ortisle and prophet 
has queered his aesthetic judgeatent. 
Any paMag thought short of the.laua- 
dry list seems to have bee” a candidate 
for these pages. There are moments of 
deep feeling in the longer poems, and 
some zany lines too, but what is most 
striking is the sheer force of literary ego 
pmelaiming “Here I am” (to which 
must be added “less interesting than I 
pretend”). 

Patrick Lane’s poetry operates with, 
wither the wordy artifice nor the leaden 
irony of Zend, but alspwithout the play- 
ful humour. Most of Lane’s work in Old 
Motlier. as in his selected poems four 
years ago, is a deadly serious probing of 
survival at the mean edges of existeace. 
His raye is narrow, but within thelimits 
established for his vision he can “take 
marvels. 

The title work sets tone and theme for 
a sequence of Prairie poems opening the 
book. Beyond the carefully crafted v/aUs 
of these poems lie vast solitudes of 
bleakness aad menace. Inside the walls 
broods all memter of horror dnd 
violence. but it is named and knowa, 
and therefore capable of traascemliig 
itself. Central to this sequence is the 
image of a chicken coop, in which the 
birds are protected from wild predators 
but also trapped for use by the domestic 
predators in the fernhouse nearby. This 
tricky demarcation. between walled 
defence. named aad known, and the 
thrwzaing universe beyond. gives Lane 
all the scope he needs to explore Prairie 
sensibilities. and to make tbe Prairie 
famt credible as a metaphor for the 
mind. 

One complaint I have about the 
Prairie seouence is that so much of.it 
turns on images of violence. Knowing 
Lane’s poetry, a reader comes to expea 
poems like “The Small Boy,” which 
ends “and foster than the chicken’s head 
can twist/he thwsts it in his mouth and 
bites dew. bard.” This is shockingly 
effective, dramatically satisfying as a 
tinalc, but also disappointing. Because 
v:e know t1tese are vintage Pat Lane 
lines, they have losf some of their 
strength. Such lines are only as g”l- 
wenching as the showman hurliDg 

head. With practice, it becom&.more a 
titillating scene than an honestly 
dan8erous one. Prediclability, the 
I:novAlge that Lane’s poetry hes come 
to terms rith this kind of hard violence 
many times before. saos the words of 
thei;pow. 

The other disappointment for me in 
this book is the long middle sectio” 

entitled “The Weight.” It may be 
entirely a matter of taste. I dislike long. 
se&mythologizing poems, aad I’m not 
in-ted in poring over cryptic diery- 
like entries vying to ascmtain the mean- 
ing of obscure proper nouns and oblique 
references ‘9 a poet’s family heritage. I 
thiakLaaeuabaiaghereatasynthesii 
of family memories with communal 
history and I think he fails. But I begin 
with little sympathy for such ao under- 
t&ins. 

of poems from Lane’s irip to China. 
“The Great Well” achteves a balance of 
rhetoric and image so delicate but also 
so robust that it defies verbal ns~oar. 
The poem “Lotus” aad others arrive 
with. the authority of an&at artifacts 
before their time. Here, for example, is 
“Against Blue Jade Curtains”: 

Awine blue jade curmlns 
fiends talk wkh /inr frlcndr. 
sudncu and the touch of wine. 
our km is our be.gbud~ 
OuHde bnts dam-e. 

With wine we tee hang upside down, 
our louglIer thcflikhr of bats, 
a small but perfect fxedom. 

The lines are magic, word perfect, the 
envy of anyone who writes, aad redeem 
any flaws in the pages before. D 

REVIEW 

By Sl73?H~ SCOBIE 

Stone~sh and Other Poems, by Kevin 
Roberts. O@ichan ‘Books, 18 page?. 
56.95 paper (ISBN 0 88983 033 3). 

KEYlN RoaERrs’S FlNE collection of 
poem& produced with their usual 
elegance by Ooliehan Books, is divided 
into three sectioas. The first Aad longest 

Gauguin in tke South S&s: like 
Roberts’s previous volum& S’Ney’Mar, 
it is a condensed documentary, tbe aar- 
rative largely suppressed ia favour of 
concise Imagistic Rashes. 

Roberts sees Gauguin as ao arohetypal 

of bo”&is &&a& and imm&ng 
himpelf in a dream, of paradise that 
proves ultimately destructive, end self- 

- .-___- 
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destructive. His image for the snake in 
this secular Eden is the Stonetllh, whose 
“rich poison” lurks “in the green/ 
shimmer of the lagoon,” but also witldn 
the artist’s own vision of a “beauty so 
rich it turns/decadent.” 

rho swpr upon 
the Sbmefuh 

More literally, the sexual abandon of 
Gauguin’s exploitation of the Tahitian 
women Is also subject to “the great 
Stonetish poison/syphilis/the white 
guilt,” so that the image of the paradi- 
siamI g&en is hideously realized and 
inverted on Gauguin’s own body: 

consumes IiirJlesh 
wbh running sores 

sick red fkyws 
011 his regs 

he becomes his own 
garden 

Roberts responds powerfully to 
Gauguin’s paintlinp. but the short, clip 
ped lines preserve a distanced stance 
toward tbe man’s experience. “Stone- 
tish” reminds me in many ways of 
poems like Michael Ondaatje’s “White 
Dwufs”: there is the same faxination 
v&b “beauty so rich it tumsldeeadent,” 
the artist immersing himself in his own 
destructive element, and yet also a 
similar Ynbivalence, a holding back, a 
balance between fearful admiration and 
reverent revulsion. 

The second section, “He&e,‘~ is 
made up of poems on various topics: 
love, family, friends, animals. Most 
impressive here ax “Skating Down 
Trout,” a” account of Indian ice fiihing 
that wisely keeps its rich symbolic impli- 

cations unspoken, and “Heritage” 
itself, an evocatively detailed porlrait of 
(I take it) the poet’s grandfathers. 

The Tmal section is msde UP of 
“Ghazals.” the Persian 12&e form 
that, it seems, every poet in Canada now 
is writing. In Roberts the form releases a 
lyrical strain that his more accustomed 
versiticution held in cheek: “Look. The 
indelible colour of the universe/washer 
off on my hands.” It’s an image that 
Gauguin would have been proud of. 0 

I 

R.kVIEW ’ 

The Rain Falls Like I&In, by David 
lielwig. Oberon Press, 204 pages, $19.95 
cloth (ISBN 088750-444 2) and $9.95 
paper (ISBN 0 88750 445 0). 

wrr~t~ THHB~ WEMS is a voice that 
understands the intricacies of breathing. 
a voice that quietly distils and purifies, a 
voice that holds onto the internal life of 
words. David Hehvig is a word-explorer: 
like Adam, Columbus, and the boy in- 
ventor, Matthew Edwards, he invents 
the world. Travelling to new muntties, 
.he dewiba what he sees. He calls out 
the’names of thii, and by so doing 
discows.‘bits of the world that have 
bee” found and. lost and found, again 
and again. There axe metaphors found 
within words, not ‘only in extraneous a 
wanderings of the mind. Each word 
realizer its own inner life. Despite Ger- 
tmde Stein’s claim that the newness of 
words has long since evaporated, Helrvig 
manages to recapture moments of every- 
day magic inside words. The reader 
hears new words in these poems - 
words such as “bird,” “sky,” “flame,” 
“d&h.” 

The Rain Fai/g Like kain is an intro- 
ductory volume of Helwig’a poems. 
There ale Poems from each ,of his five 
previous coUecti6nr, and the last quarter 
of the book is given to his most recent 
work. In the early poems there is a 
UuefUl ame, the poet’s thoughts barely 
audible to the reader: 

On lhe porch mi/ I cm rer 
0 rbl am, one hvo 

.’ 

There is a nwvell6usly complex 
simplicity in Helwig’s finest work. 
Secrets in the process of becoming. In 
anotlw poet’s hand “The Best Name of 
Silence,” a long voice poem about 
Bluebeard, would become rauco”s and 
theatrical. Instead, what we get are the 
small sounds of pale ,,wloun, the slow 
movement at the bottom of the ocean, 
birds swbmning through air. Helwig’s 
poems are not only un*rstated. they are 
poans of breath, pith all the mystery 
and strength that breath& implies. 

Reading through tl& book, I could 
hear a heartbeat in the rhythm of the 
words, the quiet thudding of life 
through the veins. The more righteous, 
moral poems (“Good Friday, 1968,“. 
“Vision,” “Passing the Cathedral”) are . 
not as successful as the poems that pulse 
with their ow” life. The moral&l”g 
poems are not as s&ong as the pouns of 
calmness and (can the word still be 
wd7) feeling: 

I walk in circles thmugh the how, 
a burning child agabw my chest 
aying with few%. 

Kitchen. hall, 
livinu;roowr. 

kitchen. 
In circles. 

There is B soothiag quality to the 
poems, eve” in such poems as “Words 
From Hell,” which is told in a regulating 
iambic p3ntanetu: The violace Is con- 
templated, numbing rather than lactile. 

In the 50 - of new poetns.Helwlg 
is beeomirig braver in hii explorations of 
words and their innate metaphorical 
ability. The poems are becoming more 
muscular, elastic. And of course, more - 
extrane. The line, “We don’t need 
words” is more comfortable .with these 
newer poans. ‘Likewise with the line, 
“This Is serenity. or we call it that/until 
we.break the code.” Visually, the poans . 
are becoming more disjoi&d. tendll 
toward a post-modem sympathy. There 
is a box of old photographs, notes for a 
ballet, fringes of words, the place where 
words sometimes disintegrate: 
“Faces/can talk without words”; “This 
is the song of the running man.” 

Throughout hls poetry, Helwig has 
bee” concerned with painting and the 
painterly possibilities of words. In the 
new poems thii is particularly evident. 
There are laudscape poems, passages 
flooded with colour, an exploratlo” of 
light and darkz 

Some of the poems recall Vtieer’k 
calm interiors. a jug pouring water. a 
piece of tapestry. while other .poems 
recall C&anne’r thick brushwork. one 
swipe of paint rendcjng an orange 
burstiw with juice. 

Any collection such as this Is bound lo 
prOmpt personal reservations. There six 
strong poems that have not bee” includ- 
ed r’The Middle Passage” from Allan- 
tic CPwgings, for example), and there 
are poems that could have been deleted 
(“A Fragment From Sappho” and ‘The 
Death of Joseph Stalin”). But my maih 
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criticism is technical rather than 
editorial. The book’s design is regret 
tablp boring, and a few words of in- 
rroduction would be welcome. Certainly 
a table of conlents or index of some sort 
should be included somewhere. And 
those page numbers, buzzing around 
like mosquitoes - why are they always 
biting into the poems? 

Fortunately, Hebvtg’s pawns survive 
unscalhed through these minor discom- 
forts. The poet breathes life into the 
strange shapes of words. He shorvs us 
how words can speak themselves. 0 

A Boy’s 0%~ Story, by Edmund 
White, E.P. Dutlon (Clarke Irwin), 218 

’ pasees, $19.95 cloth (ISBN 0 52.5 241280). 

*g *NY RWDER OF Stmng Opinions or 
Lecfwes on Litemtwe will know, 
Vladimir Nabokov was not given to 
praising orher wibxs. He regarded 
Dosloevski and Thomas hla”” as hacks 
who created monuments in bad taste. 
Towrd Joyce and Proust he maintained 
a skeptical reserve. A writer such as 
Hennann Hesse wasn’t even worth men- 
tioning. The more notable then that a 
fw months before his death. in an inter- 
view published in J3qwie, Nabokov 
named Edmund White as the wntem- 
porary novelist he admired most. 

White’s first published novel, For- 
gzfdizg Elena (1973), sold 1,200 copies 
o”d was quickly remaindered. By the 
time Nabokov bestowed his accolade 
upon ir, Forgerring Elena was out of 
print and seemed doomed to be forgot- 
ten. White. in the meantime. looking for 
a way to make a more forcible jmpres- 
sion in rhe “book world.” had EO- 
authored a new work thar Nabokov 
would have viewed with dismay. if not 
abhorrence: The Joy of Gay Sex, Ihe 
only book. according to White, that he 
has vi&en opportunisticaUy. The next 
novel, h’oclumes for the Icing &Naples 
(1973, wu highly praised by Gore Vidal 
a”d Susan Son@, amoly orhers, and 
sold 4,500 copies. A series of homo- 
erotic prose poems that for its poetic 
density and verbal glitter rivals Durrell’s 

Alewmdria Quarteh Nocrumcs is writ- 
ten in a style thal tums some readers o” 
but NIlIS many more off. Whatever else 

a panderer. 
White’s next book. Sam of Desire 

7hwsls in Gay America (1980), sold 
10,000 copies in hardcover and landed 
him in a quandary. A writer who is 
homosexual and modestly talented may 
accept the limited fame and low stan- 
dards of bei” a gbetlo writer bent on 
producing the kind of novels and plays 
thal are ideologically in tune with 

muaity.” But a writer who is homosex- 
ual and substantially talented, and who 
has enough self-nspect to want to be 
tested by the more complex and 
sophisticated standards of world 
literature, is faced with resisdng that 
which camea q (acceptawe, praise, 
andmaybe~nhighsalesamonggay 
people) and attempting fo do someth@ 
much more difficult (gain the respect 
and admimtian of hetuuwxual edit& 
and readers for the cogency of one’s 
analysis, the wighmlity of one’s vision, 
or the technical mastcry of one’s writing 
style). In short, what Bdnumd White has 
bee” tryi” to do over the c”“ne of his 

he kr;ows besr . (the psychology, 
sociology, history, and ‘culture of 
homosexuality) while nevertheless 

taut to far people than a min&it~ 
within a mhmrity- the cultured few of 
a subculture. 

His new novel, ,i Boy’s Own Srov, ls 
Whit& ~‘cross-over” book. It has 
prove” popular (OVQ 20,000 copies sold 
N date), has received critical raves (in 
the New York 2%?Ies, Washinggroon post; 
The Nadbn, among other leading 
America” publications), and it is 
White’s most accessible work, w&m 
with a &wed plahmas that many 
writers attempt but o”ly gifted titers 
a&ii. 

I” plot. A Boy% Own SrOry is com- 
mon e”oueh: rthe recollection of a 
middle-aged man of the pivotal points in 
his adoleseenee. What makcp the novel 
one of the tinert works of fiction to be 
published in recem years is the arNte_ 
n-x of its observations about North 
American life in tbb 1950s. and its 
un~ntimemal delineation of the process 
of “8mwins up.” VJhite’s unnamed 
hem may acquire one additional layer of 
alienation from society by be& home- 
sexual, but in au other respects his story 
is the story of many (male and female, 
st&ht and gay). Most of what affects 
us in everyday life, after all. taka plaa 
irrespec.Llve of sexual orientation. 

A Boy’s Own Stow (aloe with the 
reecntly issued Penguin paperbacks of 

WHITE GOLD WIELDER 
by Stephen R; Donaldson 
(author of the spellbinding bestseller 
THOMAS COVENANT TRILGGY) 
Performed by Stephen R. Donaldsol; 
(excerpted) 

OLD POSSUM’S BOOK OF 
PRACTICAL CATS 
by T. S. Eliot 
Performed by Sir John Gielgud and 
Irene Worth 

THE POOH SONG BOOK 
by A.A. Milne 
Performed by Carol Charming 

NIGHTMARECj and other poems 
0 trouble your sleep 
by Jack Preluteky 
Performed by Uack Prelutsky 

Ll-iTLE OZ STORIES 
by L Frank Baum 
Performed by Ray Bolter 

THE LITTLE PRINCE 
by Antoine de Faint .Exup&j 
Performed by Louis Joutdan 

THE LIGHT PRINCESS 
by George MacDonald 
Performed by Glynie Johns (abridged: 

A BELL FOR ADANO 
by John Heraey 
Performed by E.G. Me&l end cas 
3 L.P.k or 3 cassettes - $26.95 

THE BROWNING VERSION 
by Tereqce Ratligan 
Performed by Lee RIchardson. Sheik 
Allen and orlgnal cast 
2 L*P.‘s or 2 casseltes - $23.95 

A ROOM OF ONE’S OWN 
by Virgina wOol( 
Performed by Claire Bloom 

’ SHOW BOAT and “THE BAY 
OLD DOO” 
by Edna Ferber 
Performed by Edna Ferber 

THE LEOPARD 
by Guieeppe di Lampaduea 
Performed by John Houseman 
(excerpt) 

All titles available March 15. 1983. 
Available on record or cassette at 
$11.98 unless noted. 

Caedmon - 
100 Adelaide St. West, Ste. 1800 
Tomnto, Ontarlo M5H lS9 
Tel. (416) 36Z%483 
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Fw@tring Elena and Noc:urneF for the of the best writers around. And some- 
I:& of Nap/@ is a literary event that thing more - a bridge betwea two 
marks the maaring development of one falsely dichotomous culture% 0 
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‘I don’t know anybody who is like everybody 
else,’ says Leon Rooke. ‘The job of fiction is to 

show what the differences are’ 

By PHILLPE DESQUIEU 

“I T”O”OHT i. was a” ama7hg thing tp 
as~be to. belnr a wivriler.” says Leo” 
Rioke, viho be& hi writing fareer at 
the age of 17. “That attitude from the 
start eliminated a lot of my problwns, 
because the hardship was accepted as 
beiy parl of the deal.” A prolific &- 
tion oriter, Rooke is the author of two 
novels. Fat Womm (1980) and The 
Magician In Love (1981). and his short- 

St&s in the Y&w Bed (1968). The 
Love Porlour (1977), The Bmad Back of 
the AI& (1977). C3y Evil (19&l), and 
Deorh Suite (1981). A nw collection of 
stories, The Birth Confml Kin@ of the 
Upper I’otte, has recently bee” publish- 
ed by ECW Press. Born in North 
Carolina in 1934, Rooke studied drama. 
“t university, and taught creative writing 
in the U.S. and Canada before seltling in 
Victorti. B.C., in 1969. He was inter- 
viewed at hll home there by Philippe 
Desquie”: 

Oooks I” Canada: B.?,foi the pubiiw- 
lion of Fat Woman, did it occur to you 
that some reedem could find this title 
c&feensiw? 
Leo” Eookc: Yes I was aware of it, but 
the title imposed itself. 
Rlc: General/y specking the novel WLLF 
vev rell received, Jzt some critim have 
deplored that its main chamcter - Ella 
Mae Hopkins - nws reduced to the 
st.ereotyfl of victim&d nod helptess 
womanhood. Has the novel been sub- 
jected yet to o fhorough feminist 
oltll&&? 
P4o!ic: No, not yet. ruthough some 
feminists have rmuble with it. 
EIC IHut kind oftmubte? 
Cool:e: They look and see the story just 
by the surface, and they say, This man 
has locked hi wife up in her bedroom m 
prcycm her compulsive .eating habit. 
We& of course; but that’s so superficial 
in terms of the novel that it’s not worth 
tall;ing about. That’s something some 

, 

feminist readers fmd themselves unable 
to get beyond. It’s strange because the 
writer, it seem.5 10 me very clearly. is on 
the woman’s side. ‘ 
BiC: This teods to the question, does the 
I@ of Ella Moe. no1 oso chomcter but m 
o person reelty matIer? 
Rooke: Yes, her life matters to me. I 
Lhiik she ls a” important human being. 
Whatxritics are saying is, Why didn’t 
she do som#hing? Why did she submit? 
Well, she doesn’t submit, il jusr happens 
to her, and she knows nothing about it. 
If one could project beyond the closing 
page of the novel, one could predict 
what she might do. Certainly she might 
do something. 
BiC: It hes been mentioned thof your 
charoctem tend to be on the odd side of 
society. How would you respond IO 
(hot? 
Rook= I a”~ always baffled \vhen the 
reader sees the characters I choose to 
write about as being off-beat or’unfor- 
tu”ate people. I find that utterly baftl- 
ing. It seems to me Lhe people I am 
writing about are pretty much like the 

_‘.. ._ - _.._: 

Leon Rooke 
people who exe reading the thing I 
write. I don? k”o\i, any average person. 
Everybody in pretty strange and pretty 
normal. I don’t know anybody who is 
like everybody else. I think ttit pan of. 

the job of fiction is 10 make the 
discovery of what the differem are. 
BiC: In both Myour now&you use the 
third-person narrative. Could yo(r soy 
something about the nuom-es in the 
point of view? 
Rooke: I” Fat Woman lhe narrator is 

thi-ibaracter’s mind. I” 
The Magician in Love the narrator’s 
perspective is limited. There are very few 
explorations of the inner sdf in 771e 
Mogiciun. in facl “one. Mostly we get it 
fmm what the characters say to each 
other. 
BiC: How do you decide which point of 
view to ure in 0 stoty? 
Rooke: Finding the right point of view 
depends on what effect yciu’re tryI= lo 
achieve. II depends 0” how you want 10 
get to the characters. SomerImes it is 
important to try to get inaide the char- 
acter’s mind. I have always liked (he 
interlor monologue befause it seems to 
be part of nature. We all walk around 
with these seem voices in our bmer 
selves. The interior monologue captures 
thsse voices. 
BlC: Do you find any di@wlty in keep- 
ing control of the point of view? 
Rooks: Co”slstencv isn’t the difficultv. 
Getting the point bf view right in & 
first plati can be difticull; the resl is just 
a matter of language. First of all, you 
have tci dIscova what point of view the 
material requires. You don’t always 
know that when you start, which is why 
a gOOd many storia tie wit&” in one 
point of view in 0”e draft, then the “art 
draft is w&en fmm another point of 
view. If you know from the beginning 
from which perspective a story most be 
told, the” your task is made easier. 
BiC: You we currently working on o 
Jtiio~@ztd I#2 of Ilbpofeof. Are you 
joeed with the some pmblem? 
Rook?: R’s one of the problems, one 
thing I haven’t figured o”t with this 
Napoleon story. Most of the story is told 
from hi point of view. but his voice 
becomes too Ugly and I don’t want to 
hear ii for a” entire novel. 
BIG You we sayi@ that you dislike the 
char&w of Napoleon. Why did you 
deride to write about it in thejirstploce, 
sbze now JU will be foreed to l&e wtth 
it for months? 
Rooke: I got more and more involved; 
the” after I had written about 20 pages I 
realized that I disliked the character. 

’ What could I do? Shduld I dllregard 
what I have done? No, because the more 
I read about il the more fascinated I 
become by the material I’ve galhere& I 
can see the potential of this imaginary 
llfi taking shape. I don’t make the absD- 
lute dunand that I like the clmacter I 
write about, it would be too b”practical. 
BIG: Isn’t the use of lhe third--person 



namlor a cotnwicnt ww IO avoid 
bzing identjlied with the work? 
i-L~ol?e: There are a lot of writers who do 
vxitc oat of the self. Clark Blaise for 
instance - his work is sort of straight 
autobitigraphy. You can see him in a 
great many things he’s written. It’s 
obviously the same narrator and usually 
the same characters who are involved. 
Thomas Wolfe wrote out of the self. He 
created a lot of stuff aroulid it: he used 
real people, then embroidered upon 
them. In some cases he turned them into 
fictional characters, bat at the centre of 
his work us this real sell: himself. I 
don’t tbinl::l am interested in writing 
that way. 
FXic: IVhat’s the dflerenn? 
l?o‘aokc: Writing of the self illustrates one 

angle of vision. It’s just that some 
writers have themselves at the core of 
their work. On the surface a novel writ- 
ten from the point of view of a dog. 
sounds very different fmm a novel 
written in the first person, but in a way it 
is fmm the same person making the 
same argument. 
BiC: Do you write mavt& to entertain, 
or rS there another level ofcommitment 
in your fiction? 
Rook: It is exhorting the reader to be 
moved, to acknowledge certain social 
and political values. 1 think there is a 
kind of moral vein that’s so thick, it’s 
almost like eoncrete at rimes. This aspect 
of my writing is very rarely seen so far as 
1 can tell Fmm tbe response I get from 
re!Jiewers. 0 

IN TRANSLATION 

Rue DCsolation: two new novels 
reaffirm the impression that something is 

rotteq in the state of Quebec 

By PAUL STVEWE 

ASliEST ASHES, dust to dust and, if you 
read much contemporary literature from 
Quebec, putrefaction to putrefaction. 
The inexorable decay of our bodies is for 
many Quebecois writers a biological 
aoaloye to the malfunctioning of our 
social and polltlcal systems: the “Ieprous 
youths ruined in the seminaries” of 

, Marie-Claire Bhis’s David &me. the 
“blasphemy and fdth” that acts “like 
some rotten yeast upon the souls of her 
dcfenceless cmnpanioos” for the pro- 
tagonist of Anne H4bert’s Chikiren of 
the Black Srrbbtttb, and the “hot putrid 
summer” that grapblcaUy accelerates a 
corpse’s decomposition in Russell 
hlarois’s The Telephotte Pole are three 
characteristic descriptions of human 
decline in a moral& and materially 
insanitary environment. 

T\r:o recently translated novels suggest 
that this is a continuing trend. Abnost 
every page of Viitor-L&y Beaulieu’s Jos 
Cooooinonnt (translated by Ray 
Chamberlain, Exile Editions. 89.95 
pap@ coat* something like this: 

. . . Soon the wonms and the music of 
their mcmphilic son@ in the deserted 
corridors of our veins. Soon the great 
faint. the white lorr of the body sleeping 
in the bosom of the irrecupcrable earth. 
Soon there shall be oJy tbelaw of total 
rottenness. 

Pierre TurSeon’s The First Person 

(translated by David Lobdeli, Oberon 
Press, 815.95 cloth, $7.95 paper) takes a 
more cerebral and entropic approach to 
the awfulness of it all, but here too 
thoughts of bodily corruption are never 
far away: skyscrapers are “cancerous 
growths.” and one of the narrator’s 
nomeroos fantasies of selfdestruction 
finds him “being gnawed by worms. 
reduced to a handful of dust.” while 
English-Canadian writers have been sur- 
viviag nature’s cruelties and clearing lit- 
tlegardensinthebusb,manyoftbeir 
&each-Canadian peers seem to have 
given up.the stnrggle for existena and 
skipped directly from the cradle to the 
gmw. 

But if these two novels exemplify a 
current thematic preoccupation. they are 
atite dissimilar in terms of their abilitv 
to wnsttuct a credible f=tional world. 
Jos ConncriEFcrt vibrates with tbe pulse 
of intensely felt life coursing along a 
byperseositive nervous system, as its 
down-and-almost-out narrator takes a 
geographically dreamscribed but mm- 
tionally expansive jqurney through 
Montxal’s lower depths. The specific 
inoidents and background contexts 
de&bed are reminiscent of much Beat- 
generation literature, and ps.ttIcularIy ot 
the work of Beaulieu’s spiritual and 
ethnic Kinsman. Jack Kerooac; but 
whereas Kemuac is oft&slapdash and 

b.... 
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“A cracking good story with 
action and adventure T guar- 
anteed to stir the blood of any 
young person:‘-Fadey Mowat. 

$4.95 paper 

kiines Lorhner & Company 

9 
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New from 

Borealis Press 
9&hburn Drive, Ottawa K2E6N4 

Heritage of the North Am&an 
Indian People, Daniel Page; 
with Victor Da Rosa; a socio- 
logical study, simply written, 
of Indian culture inthe Eastern 
woodlands, 200 pp. pa. 812.00. 
New Canadiao Drama-Z, ed, 
Patrick O’Neill: Mirage, 
Gwen Ringwood; Pogie, Chris 
Heide &Al Maedonald; The 
Dollar Woman, Alden Nowlan 
&Walter Learning, 160 pp., 
pa. $13.95; cl. $21.95. 

Highland Games Sketchbook, 
Douglas F&s; historical over- 
view and 36 dramatic sketches 
of champions in action. 
8% X 1950 pp., pa. $6.93 
cl. 816.95. 

Fintdsh Fairy Tales &Stories 
for Children, camp. Irina 
Ilmokari; tales in English of 
Finnish folk-lore and myth. 
52 pp., illus., pa. $6.95; 
cl. $14.95. 
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Legends of 
saints and sages 

intricately 
decorated in 
full colour. 

$27.95 cloth~$18.50 paper 

Beaverbooks 

M. BROCK FENTON 
Eats are dangem to man. Right7 

Wrong! 
Here in a short wall-illustrated 

account based on research on five 
continents, are the true and fasci- 
nating facts about chiroptara, the 
only mammals that fly. Bats, of 
which there are about 850 spades 
in the world, are maligned as 
carriers of rabies (largely untrue) 
and admired for their biosonar. 
Fenton discusses their diet, habitat, 
migration, patterns of behaviour, 
enemies (including man), and life 
span. He also tells us how to evict 
bats from our attics! 
810.00 paper, $25.00 cloth 

University of Tbmnto Press 

incoherent, Beaulieu’s images of death 
and decay ate as aptIy chosenas they are 
painstaki~ly delineated. 

The very special qualities of the 
resulting nartative aren’t easy to convey 
through quotations, but this description 
of the protagonist’s grandfather diggiw 
a grave seems to me to catch the r&c- 
tive vivacity and cumulatively over- 
whelming impact of the book as a 
whole: 

. . . I watched him es he sIeed still. 
eaughl up in thoughts that sucked him 
in. twisting his mouth as his hands 
balled up into fists. and 1 realized that 
grandfather had gone blind, he’ was in 
darknar. his rellecdonr had dug il large 
hole in the ground where thou.S%hl.S Of 
stinking dead bodia were sts~W M 
LOP was grandmolher. tiny and 
missh<ppen in her old blue polka-dot 
dress, and Pa and all his children. and 
all the kin pop . . before me I had 
the vision of the world absarbiw itself, 
becoming a funnel of bmkel life, pf 
perulenl life eaten up by vcrmm. end I 
teggcd at grandfather’s sleeve end he 
snapped out pf it, staring wide-eyed. 
aed raid. “What is it, boy?” 
The creative tension between life and 

death, between desperately seeking sen- 
sation and becoming resigned to its 
inevitable loss, is at the core of this 
extraordinarily compelling novel, and 
thus even its most morbid and tieprarti 
iw scenes ate animated by the turbulent 
energy of Beaulieu’s imagination. 
Although life may end in total rotlen- 
ness, ~0s Connai.wwt is so beautifully 
written &nd strikingly observed that one 
never tegr~ participating in its dark 
and tertible visions. 

The& qualities d mnspicu~u~lY 
absent from Piette Tutgeon’s The First 
Person, whiih tead~ like several thou- 
sand other post-Sartrean novels wherein 
sensitive young intellectuals discover 
alienation. anomie, and ~ag.vf amid an 
atmosphere of absolute aparhy. While it 
may still be possible to create viable 
fiction out of such jaded maletial, 
Turgeon hasn’t succeeded in doiw’so: 
thete ate tie literary gtaces or philoso- 
phical perceptions here to illuminate hi 
monotonous psychic landscapes, but 
merely the kind of existentialist ttuisms 
that \bere old hat back when Camus and 
Sartte ‘were still on speaking terms. 
Imagine, if you’ivill, the effect of 79 
pages of 

my freedom is restricted by the 
hd&t of images, whose presswe 1 feel 
thmughout my entim body, like a diver 
sinking inlb the walnJ depths. NOW, 
the internal transmitters annOunce only 
.carartmph_c% fleshquakes, volcanoes 
that furls out beneath the inoperative 
bmb,. Never ryain til, I allow myself 10 
become tmpped in a life that offers 
nothing but the empty form of muline. 

I ea”“OL rwaee my slep.5. . . . - 

and y&II know all you need to regard- 
ing thii extremely tlat - the fa!hue lo 
flesh out aud vivify the “images” is. 
characteristic - and excruciatingly bor- 
ing book. Fairness demands an acknowv- 
ledgemat that The Fim person won the . 
1981 Governor General’s Award for lie 
rim in French, a fact that wins my per- 
sonal “Truth Is Suanget Than Fiction” 
Award for 1983. 

Although bodily decline, and in the 
case of the story “One Arm,” dismem- 
berment, play prominent roles in 
Yasunari Kawabata's House, of the 
Sleeping Beauties and Other Stories 
(translated by Edward Seiiensticka, 
Fitzhenry & Whiteside, $5.95 paper), 
t&slated into English in 1969 and now 
available in an attractive paperback edi- 
tion, the world of tM Japanere Nobel 
laureate is fat removed from that of the 
writers discussed above. The title novella 
relates an elderly man’s fascination with 
an unusual kind of brothel. where those 
who can ao longer make love to women 
pay to .watch them sleep. This may 
sound like an unpromising or even 
preciousconceit. but Kawabatadevelops 
it beautiffilly. Evocative memories of 
love affairs past ate delicately witpared 
to the subtler attractions of voyeurism, 
and the starker contrast belwen old age 
and youth is muted by expressing it in 
terms of the corresponding varieties.of ? 
sleep: turbulent but refreshing for the 
young, fitful and imminently permanent 
for the aged. Life must end in death, but 
in “House of the Sleeping Beautiss” a 
life is temporarily revived by the con- 
templation qf youth in temporary 
repose. and the manifold nuances of this 
charged situation ate stunningly ten- 
dered. 

The book also includes two short 
stories of similar excellence. The nar- 
rator of “One Arm” first borrows sad 
then exchanges hi own arnt for that of a 
young girl, as what initially seems an 
amusingly surteal’expetime”t gradually 
becomes a very serious exploration of 
the bound&es of individual identities. 
In “Of Birds and Beasts” the pm- 
tagonist. who can no longer tolerate 
human companionship, seeks solace In 
the observation of his pets:But this too 
proves dissatisfying, and as the story 
ends he is beaming fascinated wit!~ the 
diary of a girl who died at an early age: 
the implicit conclusion is that,life is 
autactive when fuced al a beautiful 
motuent, and death may be’negated by 
artful ptrservation. This could also serve 
as a motto for Kawabata’s writing, 
which confmnts the most basic contta- 
dictions of human lie with poise and 
serenity, and makes hi an out of the 
existential ebb and flow that will.uki- 
mately lay us low. 0 



FlRSTM0VEL.S together with an evident instinct for tic- 
tional possibility; it stands up somehow. 

Schemes and dreams: from communal 
quilting in rural Nova Scotia to municipal 

corruption in small-town Wyoming 

Bjl DOUGLAS HILL 

“HAS IT BEEN said that killing a man can 
start up a new life?” For Joe L’w, the 
hen, of George Szanto’s Not \Yorkiag 
(Macmillan, 230 pager, f16.95 cloth), 
the question ls pcrthxnt on a number of 
levels. This ls a solid nivcL of sospcosc, 
cleanly and expertly written; it takes 
moraiaathorityfrom its sensitivity to a 

. few onportentous human difficulties. 

DONNA ‘a. SMYTH’S Quilt (Women’s Running Water, homesick Indii and 
Educational Press, I21 pages, $7.95 bootlegger; Peter (no last name), loser at 
paper) is set in rural Nova Scotla, and Ufc, victim : of appendicitis; Walter 
bakmces the newsworthy subject of Coglin, philosopher/sociologist/ 
rife-beating against the traditional messiah. These characters and a few 
homely vsloes implicit in pickles, quilts, others equally odd rrvolvc thiougb a 
and chickens. The novel ls carefully haze of beer, sex, schemes, and dreams. 
orgaizcd and controlled, makes its None of it exactly makes seosc, yet it’s 
ooints resoectably. but fails to stir the all interconnected, all has a kind of sad 
~maginati&. -- nutty logic. 

The widow Sam Sanford, passing 
time, takes in strays. Ha latest is Myrt. 
whom a social worker has placed with 
Sam to keep her out of reach of a 
drunkenly violent husband. The reader 
learns something of Myrt’s character 
(she’s a poor limp soul), a good deal 
more of Sam%. The old wotnan has 
or5anized a qoildog project; much of 
the action of the now1 unfolds in the 
swing circle’s reactions, separate and 
collective. to the meaning of their task 
and to the changes in soclcty that . . . 

Cullcn’s susceptible to inexact lan- 
guage now +I then, and I don’t find his 
rtial dialect-joking particularly fanny, 
but he has a gift for lyric image and what 
one character calls “trigger-happy 
metaphors.” The ceotral fact - or spirit 
- of the book is the Chinook, thp sod- 
dm wartn wind that blows memory and 
hope into these spaced-out lives. “I 
don’t miss the past,” ivc read; “what 
I’m afraid of is that the put is coming 
tomorrow. Do you understand?” 

Dobie and the country amund it - 
the time is the’mid497Os - sit on a for- 
tune in’low-grade coal, and by &dent 
Joe finds himself drawn into a web of 
cormpt lo+ politics, high-rolling land 
speculation. and eventually violence that 
touches his own family. The novel is 
grounded in the social snd economic 
rcalitics of a community wakbxg’up to its 
good and bad fortunes; Szaato unobtm- 
slvclp works a surprising amount of ._. ._ ~. 

There’s not much here bcsidcs an necessary and satisfying infOrmation 
threaten it aad upset ulefr lives. assortment of conceits, and a melange of into his story. 

Qui/t is predictable; the structure of charactecs stumbling, comically or 
the book is correct to a fault. In a few , pathqdcally, after the meaning of their 

He knows how to build a ~arratlvc, 
how to apply pressure and take it off. 

places, like the scene of physical abuse, existence. But Cullen’s slapped it Best of all, he can enter into the mind of 
Smyth’s langaage is vivid. In others, like I this dexrlption of Sam’s fact, it’s too 
studied: “Creased, criss-crossed, 
crumbled. a lot like a mck with rain. 
v;ith mind. Erosion of age, time slow like 
a rock.” The novel’s imagery strives to 
bc natural. earthy, and often ends UP 
only dull. 

Ai% cop in San Diego, Joe has killed a 
teenaged boy. To find his equilibrium 
again. he leaves the job. gqes with his 
wife Iiclly wd their two daughters to 
Dobic, a small town in eastern Wyom- 
ing, where Helly has found a, job 
teaching history in the local junior col- 
lege. Now he’s a full-time house 
husbadd. puzzled and rueful. not 
enthxly dissatisfied. not quite able to 
start his life rolling in a new - or any - 
direction. 

There are some nice touches in &It. 
a few affecting moments. It does 6 job 
adequately. but it offers nothing 
unexpected, by way of insight or 
analysis. into either ordinary life or 
pathology. 

DO:.I’T BE PUT off by the back-cover copy 
for GoodnIght, Sammy Wang (West- 
lands, 175 pages, S7.95 paper), by 
Michael J. Cullen. What sounds oh-so- 
precious there turns out to read fairly 
vxll, after a score or two of getting- 
ocquaiotcd pages. Cullen’s an original; 
his t&m is hardly tidy or polished. but 
he’s got energy and invention to spare. 

The novel is set in Lethbrhlgc, at the 
0.1:. Confcdlonery, the Dalku Hotel 
Bar. Henderson Lake. The cast includes 
Sammy and Wifcy Wang, aging 
enigmatic Chinese Canadians; Napi 

THOUOH VSTYEAR was not a big one by Geraldine Rahmani (&ach House 
for most of Canada’s better-known Press); P-ring for Sabbath, by 
novelists, it was an active time for Nassa Rapoport (Seal Books); and 
some of our more “literary” writers, The Bee Book, by Ann Rosenberg 
many of whom are published by the (Coach House Press). 
wuntty’s small presses. Their energy Thii year’s panel .of judges is 
is vividly reilcctcd in the year’s crop chaired by novelist Douglas Hill. who 
of first-time novelists. Among the teaches English at ‘the University of 
finalistsfor the seventh annual Books Toronto’s Brindale College and con- 
ln -Award for First Novels - tributea .a column about tirst.novels 
which offers a prlae of 51,000 for the to Books In Canada. The other 
best first novel published in English judges arc: Toronto freelance jour- 
in Canada during calendar 1982 - nalist Anne Collins, who writes a 
several writers venture wcU beyond column about paperbacks for Books 
the maiostrram. in Canada; West Coast novelist and 

The six titles on the short list srz: short-story writer Jack Hodgins; 
Cot&g for to Gum by. Lorris Toronto novelist and poet Owen- 
Elliott (Williams-Wallace); Dead dolyn MacBwn; and John Richani- 
Ends, by Keith Harrison (Quadrant son of A Different Drutimer Books 
Editions); Shwtem Joe, by W.P. in Burlington. Ont. Their verdict will 
Kinsclla (Thomas Allen & Son); Blue, be annaunced next month. 0 s 



irdited by E. Waugh, 
B. Abu-Laban, 
and R. CJzmshi 

Thin book looks at what it 
is like to be a Muslim in 
North America today -the 
prersurcs inherent in an in- 
cnasbgly secular so&y; the 
need for people from radi- 
cdly different cultures to 
rod: to8ether to maintain 
their r4igion; the struggles 
of black Muslims to graft 
cm indigenous North 
American branch on to 
nxiinline Islam. Fifteen 
scholars examine a cammu. 
nitp that has received scant 
attention until now. 

- 

$I3.00paper. $30.00 cloth. 
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his hero and hold a reader firmly there. tioas in the novel, a few loose en& here 
Joe Levy is not a superman, but he’s a and the& and a page or two’ where the 
compIex man try@ u) act responsibly,. pace goes flat, on the whole hbt 
and Szanto giv? him his due. Though Kwking works, and works with con- 
there are a couple of unresolved ques- tidence. 0 
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THE BROWSER 

Making history: from the perils of 
heterosexual feminism to the prospect of 

a future without nuc+r war 

By MORRIS WOLFE 

THE nm.ts~‘s ~ISSS recedy celebrated 
its 10th mmiveisary with the publicalion 
of Still Ain’t Satisfied!. Canadian 
Femialsm Today (edited by Maureen 
pitagerald et al.. 318 pages), a collection 
of 27 articles that review feminist activ- 
ities over the part decade. I know of no 
better introduction to the Canadian 
women’s movement than this book. The 
most interesting article is Joanne 
Kate& on the difficulties of being a 
helemsmual femhist. Her lover, she 
points out, is wmmitted to feminism. 
‘% has demonstrated his rare and 
precious willingness to listen to my fury, 
and his reward for that is to get a lot of 
it.” But some of her \VO~~~II friends 
make her feel guilty about consorting 
with the enemy. And she asks herself 
“Why, after aU, when all my friends are 
women. when I do my politics ritb 
womenand my soc.iaIiaI~ with women, 
do I keep on falling for men?” Later in 
the article Kates refIe& on the feminist 
sexual cachii: “Beiag active is car- 
reet. Being passive is incorrect. Having 
powerful famasiea is ~correct. Hating 
submisslve fantasies is incorrect. But to 
restrict sexual behaviour to cetin role 
prejeriptions, even feminist ones, is 
sexually replwive.” 

CHBERFUL PESSIMIST that I am, I was 
delIIted to receive a copy of OptlmbtlC 
OutIookr: Latest Views on the Global 
Futun by a Galaxy of Internation~al 
Rapens, edited by Frank Feather and 
Rashmi Mayor (Global Futures Net- 
work, 197 pages). Futurists are con- 
genital optbnists. But that’s part of the 
fun for someone IIIe me. As is their 
rhetoric. For example, “The gaIaw of 
international experts” we’re pmmised in 
the subtitle turns out to be mostly 
American men. According to one of 
them experts, “nuclear weapons are ioo 
big and clumsy to UK in real-world 

paws.” Another expert tells us that 
“we are the fust ,9eneratlon to practlse 
the new art of cml.wiour evolution.” (1 
don’t know what that means, but it 
sounds good.) The word %a? doesn’t 
appear in the index of OprimrStic Out- 
looks. I look up the word “unemploy- 
ment” and I’m told “See: Rmploy- 
met&” As I say, thi; book is full of 
laughs. 

DESPITE n’s annoying .title, The Super- 
hlstorlnns: Make& of Our Past by John 
Barker @cribners, 365 pages, $19.95 
cloth) is a fascinating, hi readable 
introduction to historiogmphy for the 
general reader. Barker, \kho teaches at 
‘l-rent Unlvertity, has chosen the 13 most 
hxfluential historians. His list - 
Herodotus, Thucydider. Augustine, 
Petrarch, Machiavelli. VoItaire. Scott, 
Ranke, Marx. Nietzzhe, Do Bois; 
Toynbee, and Wells - contabu a 

number of suqises. Witi, 
would have expected to’find Sir Walter 
Scott on the list? “Perhaps no figure in 
our study,” argues Barker in d&ace of 
his choies of Scott, “has altered the 
historical outlook of his contemporaries 
more quickly and effectMy.” I coafess 
I knew nothing of the work of the Ger- 
man historian Leopold Ranke. It was be 
who fllst mundated the 19tb-century 
scientif= view that the task of historians 
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is "to show the ocrucrl past.” Of par- 
ticular interest to Canadians is the fact 
thrt Rake was a cultural nationalist. He 
believed that every country had a 
distinctive culture and that each was 
evolving along its own path. Countries 
sbouldtt’t imitate otlters; they should be 
true to themselves. 

LESI.,E FlErnER asks interesting qua- 
tions in Whet Wes Literature? UsSr 
Ctdture and Maa Society (Simon and 
Schuster. 258 pages, 119.95 cloth). 
Unfortunately, Fiedler is so tangled in 
his own ego that he simply confuses the 
issues he raises. What Fiedler seems to 
be saying is that “art is all over.” es Ian 
Baxter of the N.E. Thing Co. once put 
it. (Were he still alive, I would have 
loved to read a review of tbii book by 
Dright Macdonald, author of the 
famous essay “Messcult and Midcult.“) 
By far, the best part of W/wt Was Liter- 
(IIUW are the five chapters Fiedler 
presented on CBC-Radio as Messey Lec- 
tures in 1918. It seems ungmsious that 
nov:bere in this book does Fiedler 
ecl:nowIedge his debt to the CBC. 

THOSE WHO WERE put off by the 
rhetorical excesses of Jonathan Schell’s 
The Wfe of the Earlh might prefer the 
more restrained presentslion of the same 
argument by Robert J. LiRon and 
Richard Fall: in Indefensible Weapons: 
The Political and Psychologieel Case 
Agaiost Nudeorism (CBC, 301 pages. 
87.95 paper). Lifton, the psychiatrist 
who wrote De& in Life: Survivors of 
Hiroshirno, is probably the ~orld’s 
leding authority on the psychological 
effects of nuclear war. His section of this 
book was adapted lest fall for bmadcest 
es the CBC’s 1982 Massey Lectures. 
Lifton and Fall: report that the Kyoto 
Central Hotel in Japan now is offering 
its patrons three extra weeks of life ifs 
nuclear wer breaks out while they’re 
staying there. As the hotel’s manager 
proudly esplains, “The shelter was built 
in lie with our policy of pmvidiag our 
Guests with the best service and 
facilities.” 

Erezms of Empire: Records of Our 
History by Andre Vachon (Public 
Arch& of Canada, 387 pega, $14.95 
paper) is the fust of a series. Dmwks of 
Empire surveys Cmadim history from 
the first ~plorers to 1700. It does so 
through reproductions of 250 maps, 
engravings. paintings, seals, medals, and 
other documents from oyer 50 arehives 
in Catnda. the U.S., and Europe. The 
brief test and explanatory notes are 
generally clear and useful. hfy only corn- 
plaint is that the paper used allows too 
much bleed-through. Still, this book 
rould be tt bargain at twice the price. 

;.. _i:l_i.j_l.~.. -. .-.<.:_. 

I’m glad to see the Public Archives 
d&g more publishing. 

t twv6 TCI register a dissenting view on 
the hiihly overrated film. Poe1.y in 
Motion. It seems to me a tilm about 
poetry for people who don’t reelly like 
poetry. It reminded me why I rarely go 
to readings. Mostly what you hear (and 
see) in this film an bed poets reading 
bed poems (Allen Ginsberg). Ocasion- 
ally you get a good poet reading a bed 
poem well (Michael Ondsatje). or a 
good poet readii a good poem badly 

(Jim Carroll). All too rarely do you get a 
good poet reading e good poem well 
(Christopher Dewdney). 

Because I had Poeny in hfolion on my 
mind, I was particularly interested in 
The Insecurity of Arl: Essays on 
Poelics. a handsomely made book edited 
by Ken Norris and Peter Van Toorn 
(V&ice+ Press. 159 *es, $7.95 paper). 

The book contains 25 essays by 19 con- 
temporary anglophone poets from 
Quebec on the theoq end politics of 
poetry. Some of the more interesting 
comments deal with poetry e.s 
“showbir: Sharon Nelson says bluntly 
that the “oral tradition continues to 
thrive among $&ate peoples.” Here’s 
Louis Dudek on the same subject: 

The popelarily of a certain kind of 
poetry - the huge “p&try readings,” 
the multitude of subsidized bwks, the 
singing and performing pdets alebrated 
in weekend acwspa9ers - is DO sign 
that we ere living in en ap of great 
poetry. or that poetry Is 1hrt”hx.g In our 
culture. Rather. it is a sign that poetry, 
like almost kverything elw in thhh brqd- 
and&cur culture, has gone rotten. 

John Olassco egrees: 
It Is very doubtful if the intasts of 
poetry are being &vecl by making it a 
sociel event at an. PLxtry, e, any rate es 
WE now know it, is best received in e 
state of isoliltion end tnnquillity 
through the printed peg& Moreow, for 
such reception, the eye is vastly superior 
to the ear; moving faster thee the voice 
and sating the intelligence more direct- . 
ly, it can else take in et a prstiminary 
&ICC the shape and length of a poem. 
so that the mind is prepared, as it were. 
for the degree and kind of attention it 
will be catled on to give. . . . 
Take that, Po&y in Molion. 0 
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PAPJZRBACXS 

Literary lives: the private loneliness 
of Emily Cm and the public 

independence of James G. Endicott 

By ANNE COLLINS 

tt4 nc5 msr line of the preface to ha 
biography of Emily Carr. Maria Tippatt 
lists all our precottceived images of the 
painter: “the lonely, stmsgling artisti 
the undaunted travel& the endearing 
memoitist; the doughty eccenttic.” Tip 
pett herself grew up in Victoria, B.C., 
and fell early under the spell of Can’s 
Indian villages, decaying totems attd 
forests. But in Emily Cmv: A Biogmphy 
(Penguin, 512.95), she takes up the good 
biographer’s deadly Little hammer and 
unerringly chips away at the setttimwttal 
array of selw Carr preseraed to the 
world. And there you have it, the bare 
lJon.29 of 0 painter: s lonely. diircb 
able, paranoid. and egocentric soul who 
son&o\9 seems all the more remarkable 
for the fact that her work didn’t show it. 
Her art - a struggle toward szeitlg 
something that really had nevex been 
seen before, the landscape of the West 
Coast - contained all the best parts of 
herself. It didn’t hint at her utthappi- 
ness, or even at her failure, over 13 
years. to grow up. 

Born in Victoria in 1871, Can was the 
precious baby of the family (even 
though she had one younger hrotber). 
She xvas the youngest of five daughters, 
the apple of her upstanding and religious 
father’s eye. She was coddled and rather 
spoiled, until the swnmer of her swtual 
maturity. Then something happened 
with her father: Cur, when she would 
even talk about it, called it the “brutal 
telUng” wherein her father roughly 
acquainted her with the facts of life. 

flppet speadates that even in Vic- 
torian Victoria it must have been a little 
more than just a “telling” for it to have 
had the impact it did on Can’s life. The 
episode put a permanent mark on her 
that made her feel “different” and 
maybe less than wayone else. It 
destroyed her feelings for her father and 
shattered her sense of who litde Emily 
K:X in the v.wId. For the rest of her life 
she lived in a more or less constant state 
of isolating unhappiners. 

Her beloved Indians called her KIee 
Wyck, “the one who tends to lawlt.” 
But lndians and atdmals v/e~e the only 
creatures on God’s earth Emily ever felt 
comfortable with. Everyone else was a 
dueat of some sort: her sisters, set up as 

authority fauns the childish Can could 
keep on rebelling against: men. who 
were rarely allowed to get close, let alope 
sexual; her peers in the arts. viewed as 
rivals or judges, and only occasionally as 
teachers or friends. ’ 
* But Can’s sense of outsiderhood and 

loneliness did keep heiwresdii to make 
some sort of comtection to a larger 
world. slle travell.?d to San Francisco, 
thattoEt&ndandtoFmnceforart 
tminbtg at a time when it was a hard : 
thing for a woman to do, espe&iuy on 
her own. She also knew. from hw 20s 
dn, that she should paint what was 
around her: her eyes never really opened 
up to anything but the Indians, the 
forests. thbw she thought she knew. 

But it wasn’t until she was 56 -after 
a l&shaking meeting with the Group of 
Seven, and p;articttlarly Lawren Harris 
- that her aims and art began to 
coalesce: “fro things had hold of me. 
with a double clutch. Canada and Art. 
They were tossing me round B tearing at 
me.” They sent her haok to the forests to 
try to answer the question she posed bt 
her notebooks, “What do these forests 
make you feel7” On catwas, Emily Can 
struggled with the only questions of her 
lie that weren’t bleakly and bitterly per- 
sottsl: how to translate the tmnscettdhu 
conn&ion to the infinite that she felt in 
the B.C. woods into paintbus that could 
communicate the rightness of it to 
others. She fllled in a huge blank for us 
by daring to try. Can may not have been 
an imtovat0r of style, as Tippett SayS, 
hut she was a true “imtotitor of peraP- 
tioa.” 

Moving from Maria Tippelt’s excel- 
l&u book to anotha outstanding hi* 
gmphy, James G. Bttdimlf: Rebel Gut 
of chins, by his son Stephen Bndicott 
(University of Toronto Press, $9.95). is a 
little lii escaping from the sattatorittnt 
into the stiff breezes of the real world. 
Prom artist to public man, from private 
life to public forum - the two hooks. 
accidentally read together. form a com- 
plste picture of two of the strdngest 

% 

responses to the question of how to live 
one’s Life. 

Bndicott. a &w&n United Church 
missionary in China during the 1930s 
and VO~,~was caught up ink one of the 
greatest social upheavals of tbe 20th ten- 
tory, China’s communist revolution. He 
bad the nerve., the independent spirit, as 
well = the opportunity, to witness those 
events with a mind uncl6uded by 
national self-intere9t. racial bii,. or fear 
of the atheistic red mutu.ce. He saw 
where communism and the social gospel 
connected, and he told the world that 
the revolution was good. Which got him 
branded in Canada as Public BnemY 
Number On+ among other epithets 
picked up fmm the Americans. 

In fact, Endicott from hi earliest days 
as a probationer for the (that) 
Methodist ministry, was a pioneer in the 
expression of B.QCW Christianity that 
cottcenttatea on fuhtitig for social 
justice - that tries to integrate public 
and private vahta rather ttlan pmvide 
an escape route for those who have to 
deal (or suffer) in the duty world. 

In 1921, in dust-blown &skatchewan, 
Bttdicott was faced with either preahing 
about social justice or acting for it-by 
helping poor farmers organize a wheat 
pool that would operatein theirintcrests 
gnd not those of the grain excha&.. His 
advocacy ivas so successful that the pool 
was wow and Bttdimtt got his fvst letter 
of reprbnand from church headquarters. 
“He wasn’t sent out to help farmers to 
organire a wheat pook he should eon- 
fine himself tw activities suitable for a 
preacher.” It was Endicott’s intapreta- 
tiott 06 activities suitable for a preacher 
- indeed for a Christian - that con- 
tinued to get hi in trouble with the 
church and later on with the Canadian 
government. Iiottically, it was also an 
interpretation that prefwd the p04- 
tion of today’s United Church - and 
the stmce of Christians Of all sorts all 
over the world. 

Bndicott was also a high-profile fg!lre 
in the ban-the-bomb and international 
peace movements; he edited with the 

’ help of his wife Mary B mwsletter oo 
China for over 30 years; he visited the 
Soviet Union and was honoured in 
China: be won the Stalin Peace prize at B 
time when ewtyone thouougbt that all tbc 
Soviet Union wanted was war. He did 
not fit easily into public life in Canada 
because he was a constant thorn in the 
side of Canadii perceptions of the way 
in v/hi tbe world works. His son 
Stephen has produced an exldlaradng 
portrait of a remarkable man who had 
to put up with the constant presson of 
telling the truth to people who didn’t 
want to hear it (and still largely don’t). 
ARer reading Rebel oul of Chim, I felt 
the ove;whelming tid unchamctitic 
urge to recommend that Endicott should 
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be studied by children in public school, 
to shake the nesf generation out of our 
pwennial 19tbcenhry attitudes to the 
wrld. Endicott caa do it to you. . . 

IN BRIEF: a-wonderful treat in the form 
of The Stories of Elinbelb Spearer. 
(Penguin, 96.95). Spencer was born and 
rtised in Mississippi, spent much of her 
adult life in Europe. and now lives in 
Montreal. Her reputatioa was a little 
eclipsed by those other Southern witers 
(Flannery O’Connor, Eudora W&y, 
and so on).but this collection goes a long 
ray toward remedying that. 

Alden I’lowlan’s prose has been 
eclipsed by his own poetry, but Mimcle 
at lodikm 2ivw (Clarke Irwi”, $8.95), 
published in hardcover in 1968, shows 
that Nowlan has a wonderful grip on the 
art of the short story. You think at first 
that it’s gritty, funny slica-of-poor- 
Maritime-life you’re dealins with here., 
but s&es like “The Girl Who Want to 
Mexico” and “The GlassRoses” go far 
bey”nd that. 

A duo of original New Press Cana- 
dian Classics, called Can”diaa Poetry, 
Volumes I and 2 QS.95 each, General 
Publishing and ECW Press), should 
lrcp you thiokiag about those other 
“innovators of perception” - Caaa- 
dian poets. The publishers have taken an 
origimJ tack on the idea of a poetry 
anthology. While two project editors, 
Jack David and Robert Lecker, did win- 

poetry from Charles-Sangster to bp 
Nichol (chroaolog$ally speaking), the 
c”uing of work and the writing of 
critical comments on each poet was then 
assigned to a multitude of critics to pm- 
duce an anthology that they hoped 
would be as unbiased as it is possible to 
get. I can’t tell if Camdtan Poelcv is 
&p to be a timeless tool of under- 
standing or one of those mSections that 
swns to marli an age - I don’t know 
caough about poetry or anthologizing 
for that. For me it seems like a good 
place to stark attractively presented and 
logically thought out. 0 

sir: 
I have just seen hlorris Wolfe’s mm- 
meat on The Gouzenko Tmmwipts in 
the January issue. The heading under 

. 

which it appears is a vicious libel, and 
Wolfe’s comment is sillier thha hi usugl 
work. In the fti place he seems more 
upset al Robert Fulford than he is at us, 
but that ik a matter for Fulford lo deal, 
with. Second. aad from my point of 
view mosl important, he offers no in- 
dication that he has read G&son’s 
testimony in its entirety in the Royal 
Commission transcripts. Unless he has 
ilone so, how in he&en’s name could he 
judge whether or not we had picked out 
the best, the most important, or the 
most damaging segments? Very simply, 
he could not, and ia my view his closing 
comment about being mistrustful of the 
editing is a completely uninformed one. 
In any case, what should we have done.7 
To leave c.“t Crierson would have left us 

To selcet other- pass& would have 
been justifiable only if they were belter 
from the historian’s point of view, and 
they were not. What 1% chose were the 
sections where Grierson explained his 
reasoning and motivations. How is that 
an anti-communist smear? 

I don’t like red-baiting and I don’t 
practise it. But I also dislike shoddy 
reviewing by ignorant and ill-infonaed 
people. Mr. Wolfe is developing a good 
reputation for thii - see John Metcalf 
- and frankly I can think of no reason 
why he should have space in your jour- 
nal. Unless’my co-editor and I receive 
the apology to which we are entitled, 
please rest assured that I shall never seek 
space in Books in Canada again. 

J.L. Graaatstein 
Department of History 

York University 
Toronto 

Aforris Woffe replier Pmf. Graaatsteia 
frequently trots out the view that history 
should be laft to professional historians; 
hi comments to that affect appeared 
most recently in Queen’s Quarterly. But 
history is too important for that. 

Yes, Prof. Granatstein, it would have 
been better to leave Grierson out:’ Or at 
least to have offered some editorial corn- 
mat on his testimony. There “as a lot 
of bluster in John Grierson; it’s all too 
assy to misread that bluster as guilt. As 
it stands, the Grierson te&imoay in The 
Gowenko Tmnscripts permits eve.a,as 
intelligent a reader as Robert Fulford to 
hiat at highly dubious w+wAusioas. 

Sii: 
I’ve already heard one publisher defend 
the leaden prose of the A”“lebert Retort 
on the g&ads that it Gnat a& the 
bureaucrats and the policy makers. And 
sow Joyce Wayne (“Home Truths,” 
January) calls for a “coordinated, 
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stabble.and generous cultural policy” for 
Cminadn. Culture and creativity, by their 
wry natwe, cannot be coordinated and 
stabilized. This country runs the danger 
of escaping the perils of foreign colonial- 
ism only to fall into the clutches of a 
domestic bureaucracy. 

NC should be happy that culture has a 
Ior priority in Ottawa. Would you like 
the attention given to the Canadian 
economy - which has a high federal 
priority - to be given to culture? 

The cultural and creative mmmunitles 
in Canada should stop looking to 
Ottawa to solve their problems. They 
should recognize the tendons and c”n- 
flict implicit in matterS involving free 
spirits and bureaucrats. Bureaucracies 
divide people. push them into little 
boxes, drain the magic and mystery from 
life. Creativity brings people together. 
jolts them. heals the spplit between mind 
and body by touching people at their 
deepest spiritual levels. Creativity 
reaches out to everyone’and offers them 
a chance to become participants and 
partners - not just conswners. 

By all means. let’s keep political 
pressure on Ouawa to recognize the role 
of culture in national development. But 
let’s also build bridges between all 
cultural groups, and share our kttowvl- 
edge while we rage against the dyI”g of 
the Hght and struggle t” free the human 
spirit from the forces that seek to stifle 
and stunt it. 

Jim Lot2 
Halifax 

Sir: 
Gary Michael Dattlt’s review of my 
book, Hemingway In Toronto, A Post- 
bfodern Tribute (January) struck me as 
a. bit unclear. There’s only one ““ar- 
rator” in the book and Dault can pmb- 
ably call the narrator “Donnell/Hem- 
ingvay” if he like without upsettill 
anyone except Carlos Baker. But there 
are no second or third narrators. Refer- 
ences and “dubs” aren’t narrative lines; 
port-modernism isn’t close-reading, it’s 
P gLaxrtd concept of history. What’s 
po:t-modem about the book, 1 think, is 
the v.‘ay it compares things ranging from 
brat-gun carriers to the Gmup of Seven. 
to v:hom I apologize for my lack of 
rerpzct, around the fgure of a writer 
xvhho wasn’t ahvays totally COnSCiOUs Of 
v:h”t was affectiw him. There’s a comic 
preface, signed Gertrude, Paris, 1981, 
tvhich makes fun of Stein’s belief that 
Hemingway car drifting awvtty from art 
for the sake of art in 1923. i.e. modem- 
iun. But why should modernism be 
more important than the war or 
Michigan or Hemingway’s grandfather? 

The book isn’t about Paris or Stein or 
theories of post-modernism; the book is 

about Hemingway and Toronto and 
theories of personality and history. I 
juxtaposed Hemingway and Paris with 
Toronto t” lacerate Toronto: and 
Hemingway and Miehilan with Stein 
and Paris to lacerate some of the avant- 
garde. Fairly simple time segue. I 
thought it was clear. No abstit 
sentences. No fivesyllabobble words. 
No fqotnotes. And photographs eve”. 
Including a great photograph of Mayor 
Tommy Church leaning against a car 
during a 1917 victory speech inciting us 
into patriotism. Background. Thwr- 

tercsting-mough; but if Dault doesn’t 
think Hemingway changed the North 
American senten@ in Toronto, or if he 
doem? like The Sun Also Rises, 
Michll, Canadian Club, the idea that 
the First World War was dgnificant, or 
the fact of a writer twin8 his dues in the 
rough, why doesn’t he say so? 

David Donnell 
Toronto 

Sir: 
All blessings to LM. Owe”, Toronto 
critic, editor, and translator, who has 
finally set the record straight on Leo” 
Rooke (January). I only wish he’d 
plunged deeper. Frankly, I abominate 
thecreep’s writing, and, ntoreover, can’t 
stand the “tan himself. My hat@ 
extends to hi entin family, to the very 
street on which he resides, and even to 
hi goddamn dogs that once were so 
innocent and m&y. I loathe him td hi 
goddamn socks. I.M. Owe” has 
rendered real service here, and by golly I 
love him for it. 

Leon Rooke 
Victoria. B.C. 

kIttd&ythinklng . 

Sir: 
What on earth is Gary Michael Dault 
talkiig about when he suggests in your 
December issue that Theosophy inspires 
“dangemusly murky thinking on the 
part of ils adherents”? 

A system of thought whose mairt 
emphasis is the fortnation of a universal 
brotherhood of humanity, without 
distinction of race, colour, sex, etc.. is 
hardly dangerous. Were this and related 
Theosophical propositions put into 
practice how better the world would be. 

Again, in my experience Theosophists 
are mostly happy individdals. (Were 
Lawren Harris, Co”” Smythe, and other 
Theosophists as gloomy as Dault would 
imply?) Bound to no freed or dogma, 
what they have in ~mnnt~n is a tradition 
of independent thinking. They may be 
bf any religion, or none. and Theosophy 

only suggests they are responsible to 
think for the&elves and m e their own 

% philosophy of life. Usually IS a cheer- 
ful philosophy. Murky thinking indeed! 

I czmna judge Dault’s competence as _, 
an art or Literary critic, but if his knowl- 
edge in these fields equals his under- 
standii of Theoswhy. his reviews are 
better I& unread. - 

Ted 0. Davy 

o.ttr mistake 

Sir: 
Much m we are grstikd at seeing 
Georne Woodcock’s review of our book 
Plakun Trava: The Doukhobors 
featured in your January issue, we’re 
perplexed at how the incorrectly stated 
price of $14.50 WBE arrived at. 

At the time the review copy was sub- 
mitted, the book ret&d at 839.50. 
Sinec Sept. 1.1982, it had been priced at 
$45.00. A quick glance at the large for- 
mat. lavishly illustrated book itself 
would clearly indicate that it could not 
possibly be-sold for $14.50. Indeed, 
althowb a softcover. updated edition is 
ccmte~plated for the itme. not even 
such a less costly edition will tit into a 
.$!4.50 retail p&e.. 

D.E. Popoff 
MIR Publication Society 

I Grand Forks, B.C. 

i%VWIT NO. 81 

ON& AOA~N ottI old friends at 
IvIcClarkan & Newspider have been bit 
by inflation. Not long ago financial 
problems forced them to bii two books 
inside one cover, producing such back- 
to-back combinations as Who Do You 
Think You Are?/I Am Many Dunne. 
Now, faced with stagsering production 
costs,_they have decided to combine 
their titles in threes. Two trios already 
announced are Bear/The Edible Woman 
/Bodily Harm and The Temptations 4f 
Big Bear/The Temptation 01 Eileen 
Hughes/A Mirtwe ofFmilttes, but the 
rest of their spring catalogue is as yet 
incomplete. We’ll pay SZ5 for the best 
list of triple-batm.lIed titles received 
before April 1. Address: CanWit No. 
81, Books in Canada, 366 Adelaide 
Street East, Toronto MSA 3X9. 

RemlIb of cattwit No. 79 
owt rczQu* f& comments, in verse, on 
the state of the nation prompted a 
rentarkable number of entries that 
rhymed - to “0 one’s surprise - 



“discontent” with “unemployment.” 
The winner is W.P. Kinrella of C&Cy, 
with obvious apologies to \ViUiam 
Henry Drummond: 
,u,n ir de ~,wnter o/ our dL CWI,@@, 
I:‘@ se,, off de ckildren IO pey de rent 
BU, Lirde Chr@,len not moche JW c@r@ 
You ,@,%I ‘you orders /mm Big Picnc 

Scere oj_Td@ oibnee eed r&e de kz 
NO ,n@,,@r kow herd w brmk our becks 
D,s d@pr&on she go”“@ ,,ng@r 
Vkile Big Pierre give US @II de jieger. 

Lb,,@ Lelonde eo, mockeyou ox@ 
You oia 10 ger us wir you metric smre 
Perole de klllem~ repiws, Wfe bwler& 
Be, jeil de men don’, sell ges In ,i,r@s. 

Now ic de we@,@r of our dk ~@,@o, 
soon compulsov kew de French accent 
Lelonde hesoy ‘70 mni de @@WJ 0” de CBC 
You go, @peek Englkh good a~. me.” 

~onmKIbl@ mentiona: 
Now k ,k@ v;in,er of our dkc conlen, 
,U,dc glossy by our gloriour v&o gonrPr 
And sxen for fks~-run moviw pwYV 
.qrriv@,k rooddng well ,he ,roubl@d mind. 
,?i,h super-chatme,, and Ike pmmked lure 
of @eked bodips glkming rhru lhe I&@: 
IYkk ferni& @nr@rl@inm@nl, A4@Vi@&@. 
‘12 rime LO phone in sick. and wkely Pry 
b,o ,I,@ wrld’s deep problem@, while 0 cm@ 
Dr wo of beer lie open for Ike Iask - 
Yo lob2 the bmin. unused 10 labourins lhur. 
b4eenl:~ldle remote /mm ,mgic c,rcums,@@c@ 
our ,.?@d@r pkes Ike ,q@ OurJilms bur show. 
And @c,s ou, meey @ ml@. and puts @side 
Reelky, esfer as fmm :he MS, 
Yke berren @@stem shores ti Labredo, 
Smnd. eed repel e’m Y@@k@@ji@@nci@rs. 
rkus far from win,@r doa our leeder slrbw 
lvn, _ in fiknc “icatious,u. es l&Y. ..__ __ ____ _, ...-~;~~~~~_. 
Bur in rhefabled Indies b&s In &II - 
nor ,o re,um till win&r’s we,k k done. . 

- Kevin McCabe, Hamilton, Ont. 

.\%xr k the i:‘im@r of our d&con,@@, 
I:*l~iclr follow II dreeryfell lb@, IV@@, 
es b@d,y os ,kr~a seeroes gone be&@. 

Classlfled rates: $9 per line (40 
characters to the line). Deadline: first of 
the month for Issue dated following 
month. Address: Books In Canada Clash 
Ified, 386 Adelaide Street East. Toronto 
M5A 3X9.1 Phone: (416) 3636429. 

ELI~ABSTH SMARPs fbst book of 
poems, A BONUS, now available in 
Canada. 95.95 fmm your local bookshop 
or From Aspen Books Ltd., 10624 Whyto 
Ave.. Edmonton T6E 2Ai’. Phone (403) 
43%4949. 

USED LAW BOOKS. Write J.L Heath, 33 
Isabella St. #2109, Toronto M4V ,2P7. 
922.0949. 

Too Iong have w,@m in ,hir land 
@@d,,md ,k@ en1k-s of the l,b@r@l bend 
,h@, re,,,s end reva @@dpre,,les on and 011. 
when? hew Ike deys ofPl@oW gone? 

can olle 
with eny kopeforaee good dw @heed? 
P,@w@, oe pub//c weva tielr. bemoened 
our sorry s,@,@, @catsed, @xcesed end 

gmened 
,h@, @,I our bells are far 100 ioosc. Ike, 

Iebour, 
cepke,. end gowemreee, mus, wirh Ihe sebre 
flgh, rhe evil ,h@, ke hbns@Ubrought 011 
which will no, ceese ,I// kc kirk go@@. 
mougk April ir ,h@ cm@,l@st mofdh, we 

keow 
we mu,t endurn lhk w,nM full o/snow. 
dkcowgeeiei,,, remorse, end sorrow deep 
end ,e our lripk Iaxed bubLdy weep. 

- Christopheti Klus, Ottawa 

Nook rhe winnr of our dimonrcnr 
~4@d@ glorious sueuner by Ihe stirring @@ws 
Then k no need for YI 10 aeke lame@,. 
The, w ere silly when we cry Ike blues. 
A High Aurhorky hes loudly grbmed, 
me, ooze need @,@y in ckil,y win,er’s wind. 
Cenedie~s @II mey besk In SoWhere 61111. 
AwI,@, dull cere. God blosr up eve? o+. 

.- Mary Lile Benham, Wmmpeg 

THE EDllQRS RECOMMEND 
s -l 

n.19 i&LOWING Canadian books were 
reviewed in the previous issue of BOOKS. 
in Canada. Our neom~endations don’t 
necessarily reflect the reviews: 

FICTION 
H4toi.w. by Anne Fi&bert, tm~latcd from the 

Rend, by Sheila Aschman. Stodhrt. In a 
rather simple tale of vampirism in Paris - 
which in the hands of P lar skilled artist 
could easily have became a very stlly book 
i H&bert re-explorer a relationship that 
atso dominates her earlier fiction, the link 
between passion and death. 

NON-FICTION 
The L.t,t,e Bad: The Clprhs Belween the 

Communists and the Pollttcal and LegpI 
Bstbllsbmmt In Canada, 19XI-l9%. by 
Lila-Rose Betcherman. Den&u Pub- 
usherr. An absorbing book that sounds B 
timely warning: in times of pdillal and 
economic cdsis - most raently. in 
tx&er, 1970 - the authorities will act 
ruthlessly. with little regard for civil right@, 
to silmce dissident points of view. 

POETRY . _ . . 
Tke .T.E. Lawrcn~ POW.% Dy U-ODW 

MacBwen, Mosaic PressIValley Editions. 
By assuming the (on the surface Unlikdy) 
persona of TX. Lawrence, MacBwen 
creates the overall imprerslon OF a fasci- 
natingly MI voice, and behind it an 
atmosphere that mixa fatalism, cruelty, 

, beauty, and nonchalance. 

BObKS RECEIVEd 

THE pot.t.owtNo Canadian books have 
been received by Books in Gmeda in TD 
cent wve@ks. Inclusion in this list does not 
preclude a review or notice in s future 
isrue: 



THB METHUEN CONCISE ATLAS 
OF CANADA & THE WORLD 
150 pages of full-colow maps, charts 
and graphs related spetically to 
Canadian geography, demography, 
economics end history. 
$24.95 hardcover Available: MAY 

AND NO ONE CIDEERED 
F~derolism, D~o~J and th.e 
Canadian Constilutiun Ad. 
By Keith Banting and Richard 
Simeon. A tbooghhpmvoking and 
titkal analysis of the recent signing 
of the Canadian Constitution, the pro- 
cess behind its formulation, and its 
ram&&ions for the foture of the 
country as a whole. 
$14.95 paperback Available: APRIL 

PARLIAMENTARY DEMOCRACY 
IN CANADA 
hsua For R&m. 
Thomas d’Aquino and Bmce Doem. A 
comprehensive study of the Canadian 
Parliamentary system as it stands to- 
day, and why this system is so badly in 
need of reform if Canada is progress 
in these diE&lt economic times. 
$9.95 paperback Available: APRIL 

THENyEXUEN ILLUSTRATED 
LIBRARY 

Three complete volumes on all facets of 
scienlific termblology, illustrated in full 
colour throw&out. In the series: The I/- 
Iu8lmted Seienoa Dictionmy (pictured 
above), The Ill- Dictimmy o) 
tXemi8hy and The Illu&&d Die- 
timmy of&&~ 
Each volume: $9.95 paperback 
Available APRIL 

USEYOURHEAD 
By ‘Ibny Bun, Simon Fraser Univer. 
sity Second Edilirrn. A completely 
updated version of the classic best- 
selling guide to better and more 
creative mind DOWW. 
$9.95 paper&k Available: 
FEBRUARY 

DE BONO’S THINKING COURSE 
By Edward de Bono. A unique course 
in improving your mind and its powers. 
Easy-to-follow instructions for learning 
all~cets of improving your thinking 

$12.95 paperback NOW AVAILABLE 

THE SUPERIOR PERSON’S 
LITTLE BOOK OF WORDS 
A lighthewted look at the more 
obscure words in the English language. 
designed to amaze and stupify and 
@e the impression of command over 
;oer;,ond-most used language in the 

W.95 paperback NOW AVAILABLE 

FORTUNE & LATOUR 
Tk Civil Ww in AmSo 
By M.A. Maedonald. The fascinating 
story of one of the bitterest feuds in 
Canadiin history. A unique addition to 
the written history of Canada 
$16.95 hardcover Available: MARCH 

A CHEMICAL FEAST 
Thv Conmnw Guticick to Chmricals. 
Dieln and Diamw. 
By Dr. Harding IeRiche. A sober and 
insightful rethinking of the myth that 
additives and ehemieals in our diets 
are in fact necessary to good nutrition 
and health. 

$9.95 paperhack NOW AVAILABLE 

THE METHUENIIPI “YOU & THE 
LAW” SERIES 
Series Editor: Daniel Jay Bum 
The first. three titles in this continuing 
series of hpdy guides to how various 
areas of Canadian law work. how they 
affect us. and how best to deal with 
common &toations. 
NEW: CRIMINAL LAW (Available 
MAY) 
Already Available: TORT LAW. 
FAMILY LAW 
Each title: $7.95 paperback 

ATLAS OF THE 20th CENTURY 
By Richard Natkiel. A completely il- 
lustrated history of 20th century 
politics and military campaigns. 
$39.95 hardcover NOW AVAILABLE 

METHUEN 
PUBLICATIONS 



RVE LEG§ and 
COMMUNION 
Graeme Gibson 
The Globe and Mail called 
Gibson’s first novel, Five 
Legs. “a virtuoso perform- 
ance.” In this new paperback 
format NCL offers Five Legs 
together with the author’s 
second literary euocees Com- 
munion. Common to both of 
these novels is the complex 
end outlandish character of 
Felix Oswald. 

Pa. $6.96 

“An absorbing novel with e 
timeless quality.. . ” 

-Atlantic Monthly 

Shoona, en Eskimo shaman. 
is near death. In his lest days 
he tells the remarkable story 
of his life. Here is the saga of 
e youth abandoned in e harsh 
wilderness and the ironic turn 
of evente that contribute to 
his unearthly powers. 

Pa. $5.95 

THE COMING 
OF WINTER 
David Adams Richards 
Set in New Brunswick. RI- 
chards’ celebrated first novel 
powerfully conveys the life in 
e small community. Alter- 
nately punctuated with trag- 
edy and celebration. this nar- 
rative meticulously develops 
such characters as Kevin. e 
21-year-old whose life is filled 
with anxiety end frustration. 

Pa. $5.95 

BEAR 
Marian Engel 
“A strange and wonderful 
book, plausible es kitchens, 
but shapely es e folktale.. . ” 

-Margaret Atwood 

Although it raised the eye- 
brows of Canada’s literary 
community when it was first 
published, this unusual novel 
won the 1976 Governor Gen- 
eral’s Award for fiction. 

Pa. $4.95 

;H; S~C&ND SCROLL, AS FOR ME AND MY HOUSE. 

@&pn by M.W. Steinberg 
Sinclair toss 

. . 
~~&zton by Lorraine McMullen 

. . 

SWAMP-ANGEL, Ethel Wilson THE MOUNTAIN AND THE 
Ipp&on by David Stouck VALLEY, Ernest Buckle! 

. . 

BAROMETER RISING. 

lnnm9d&_Sh by Claude B~ssell 
. . 

Hugh M+ennan 
$oF;c&on by Hugh McPherson 

. . 

SUCH IS MY BELOVED. 
Morley Callaghan 
Introduction by Malcolm ROSS 
Pa. 9 3.95 

THE STONE ANGEL, 
Margaref Laurence 
pnw$f50n by William H. New 

. . 

The New Canadian Library making 
Canadian fiction accessible to all. 

McClelland and Stewart 
The Canadian Publishers 0 &i-i- 


